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make mountains of golf tè e s r '
“I ’ll agree to be compatible to all
your incompatibilities,” he smiled. “I
love Mary when she’s contrary.”
“You think you do, but you don’t,"
she quoted. Then, with a scream of
terror, she jumped on thé bench, for
coming toward them was an amiable
looking cow. Mary’s terror was not
affected, for she made no distinctions
By HELENA SMITH DAYTON
In bovines.
“Mary,” said Carlyle, with a solemn
Copyright, 190«, by K. A. Whitehead i
air, “we are In peril. Here, that red
book would divert the animal.” Before
“If It takes two to make a quarrel, Mary could protest, her diary was
we’re the two,” Mary Gale declared.
thrown as a hostage to the enemy.'
“Because you make mountains of Carlyle fol^jwed her as she fled toward
golf tees, dear,” Carlyle explained in the clubhouse.
“We might have been killed!” gasped
a superior tone.
“How fortunate you have discovered Mary, sinking Into a chair.
Carlyle concealed with difficulty his
In time w hat a disagreeable person I
am,” flashed Mary. “B ut let me as elation at the fate of the volume which
kept Injuries fresh in Mary’s mind.
sure you that since our engagement my Then a disquieting thought struck him.
diary reads like the history of a South Suppose Mary’s diary were found?
American republic."
“Mary,” he said, "I’ll go and find
Frequent misunderstandings resulted your book. Some one may read It.”
in Mary declining to step Into the frail
“No, no, no!” cried Mary excitedly.
craft of matrimony and selecting in “You mustn’t!”
Unheeding, he moved off.
stead an ocean liner, remaining abroad
“Bobby, for my sake don’t go!”
five years.
There was consternation in her face.
At a reception In Mary’s honor upon
“Why, little girl,” he exclaimed joy
her return there was no one she wel
comed more graciously than Carlyle. fully, “there’s no danger. The crea
ture has gone by this time.”
Hers was disarming cordiality.
At this instant a young man In white
“It’s good to see you again,” Carlyle
repeated between laughs, for Mary’s flannels came up.
“Pardon me—but does this book be
experiences were breezy.
“And It’s good to see you,” she echo long to çither of you? It’s brand new
ed. “A wise woman doesn’t lose her and had no ■ name in It—but I
thought”—
\
best friend by marrying him!”
“Yes, It’s mine, thank you,” she Inter
“Mary,” he reproved, “Paris has
made you flippant; also very wonder rupted.
ful and awe inspiring.” He glanced a t
“A—new—diary ?” queried Carlyle, as
her triumphant toilet.
tonished.
"No; only extravagant,” she correct
“Yes. I burned the old one four years
ed. “Bobble, you should see the shops! ago.”
The dear, little”—
“Then why did you pretend”— began
“I’m not interested In the Paris Carlyle.
-shops,” he said severely. “I w ant to
“I wanted an excuse to visit our tree
tell you how foolish we were to let a without seeming too sentimental," she
few feathers of the imagination part confessed boldly. “You may think
us.”
w hat you like of me.”
“They were firm facts,” said Mary
“I think you are adorable,” declared
coldly. "I have them all down In my Carlyle.
diary.”
“I ’m glad I bought that diary,” sigh
“Mary! Doesn’t your diary bring ed Mary happily. "It will be so nice
back any delightful memories? All to keep golf scores In. But,” as an aft
mine are charming.”
erthought, “we’ll let the old scores go!”
“Your memory must be of the elimi
nating variety—like that of the surviv
T h e E a g l e In S co tla n d .
ing relatives of wicked persons. John’s
The eagle has grown scarce in the
British Isles. An old1record states that
In the seasons 1831-34, inclusive, no
fewer than 171 mature specimens of
the eagle, together with fifty-three
young and eggs, were destroyed In a
single county of Scotland—Sutherland
—from which statement one can well
Imagine the cruel havoc that has been
wrought In the ranks of a once very
common bird of prey. No one denies
that the eagle Is destructive to game
and lambs, but It seems a pity that so
noble a bird should be so utterly wiped
out of existence, for the eagle has many
Interesting associations with the past.
In Scotland a century or two back
three eagle’s feathers were the badge
of a chief, two of a chieftain and one
of a gentleman, but more Interesting
still Is the fact that the flesh of the
eagle was considered in the seven
teenth century “a valuable medicine
against the gout.” The same authority
also states that the bird was some
times eaten by the hardy highlander as
part of his ordinary diet.

.............

JWary, tbc
Contrary

W h a t E le p h a n t s Bat«

All the elephants used In the Indian
army as draft animals In the artillery
or commissariat or as baggage animals
In the transport department are very
carefully attended to and In every way
treated with the greatest considers
tion. They are rather expensive to
keep, costing about £8 a day, including,
of course, the wages of their mahout
"YOU T H IN K y o u DO, BUT YOU D O *’* ,”
and grass cutter. They are fed prin
S H E Q U O TED .
widow thinks of his nice eyes and for cipally on unhusked rice and grass.
gets he ever brought them home black Of the former they get about 250
pounds and of the latter about 400 per
ened!” she retorted.
“Those were my happiest days,” per diem, A very large female eats, after
sisted Carlyle. “Can’t we bring them the first day or two, about 750 pounds
of green fodder In eighteen hours.
back again?”
“To prove our decision of five years This Is exceeded often by larger tusk
ers, so that 800 pounds Is about the
ago was a wise one?” sniffed Mary.
“I’d be willing to try It,” he dared right amount to be placed before a full
grown elephant, with a margin to al
her.
“Very well,” assented Mary. "Dike low for waste. As a good load for an
veterans around a stove, we’ll relight elephant is about 800 pounds, it will
be seen that the amount he will eat
the battles of the glorious p a s t”
The plan was made to go from place per day will be as much as he can car
to place In Carlyle’s motor and visit ry, and this will also be the right pro
portion for the smaller ones.—London
the scenes of old quarrels.
“Where first?” asked Carlyle as they Surprise.
were speeding down the avenue the
G o in g to th e T h e a te r In V e n ic e .
next morning in his car. “Have you
Going to the theater In Venice is
your guidebook?”
Mary promptly drew forth a red di like a fantastic overture to the play
and sets one’s mood properly in tunc.
ary.
You step into the gondola, which darts
"Country club,” she directed.
“The quarrel?’ he smiled when they a t once across a space of half lighted
were seated in comfortable chairs on w ater and turns down a narrow canal
between walls which seem to reach
the piazza.
“Because I was pleasant to Bertie more than halfway to the stars. The
Hillard,” she blushed, “to punish you tiny lantern In the prow sheds no
for being late.”
light, is Indeed no more than a signal
“Unreasonable of you to be angry be of approach, and you seem to be slid
cause I was late, Mary. In those days ing straight Into the darkness. Here
business kept me tied down.”
and there a lamp shines from a bridge
“You were always late,” defended or at the w ater gate of a house, but
Mary. "I spent most of my time w ait with no more than enough light to
ing for you.”
make the darkness seen. The gondola
“There’s Bertie now,” said Carlyle. sways, swerves and is round a sharp
“But we won’t quarrel about him any comer, and the w ater rushes against
more. He’s married."
the oar as It swings the keel straight
“There are,” admitted Mary, “worse for another plunge forward. You see
faults than being late.”
In flashes.—Arthur Symons In Scrib
“I’m not so busy now, so you see our ner’s.
quarrels haven’t stood the test of time,”
hinted Carlyle.
T h e A r t o t Not H e a r in g .
“It takes more than two quarrels to
The a rt of not hearing should be
break an engagement,” said Mary, flip learned by all. There are so many
ping the pages in her diary. “Our next things which it is painful to bear, very
one occurred beneath the tree near the many of which If heard will disturb
fourth green.” There was something the temper, corrupt simplicity and
businesslike In her manner as she led modesty, detract from contentment
the way across the links.
and happiness. If a man falls into a
“Like old times,” commented Carlyle. violent passion and calls all manner of
“I haven’t arrived a t an age to enjoy names at the first words we should
living In the past,” said Mary crisply.
shut our ears and hear no more. If In
“The present Is good enough,” agreed a quiet, voyage of life we find ourselves
Carlyle, as they sat down on a rustic caught in one of those domestic whirl
bench. “I’m glad you are willing to winds of scolding we should shut our
bury the past.”
ears as a sailor would furl his sail and,
“I meant nothing of the kind,” storm- making all tight, scud before the gale.
id Mary. “We will now take up the If a hot, restless man begins to Inflame
our feelings we should consider what
quarrel that marks this spot.”
mischief the fiery sparks may do In
“Why, this Is where I told you I our magazine below, where our temper
loved you!” declared Carlyle. “Let me Is kept, and Instantly close the door.
see that book.” He extended his hand,
If all the petty things said of a man by
but Mary shook her head.
heedless and ill natured idlers were
“You can’t!” she said.
brought home to him he would become
“Little girl, don’t you suppose I re a mere walking pincushion stuck full
member distinctly w hat happened of sharp remarks. If we would be hap
here? Instead of reviving old quar- py when among good men we should
iels let’s start all over again beneath open our ears, when among bad men
this dear old tree.” Carlyle’s voice was shut them. It is not worth while to
iompeliing.
hear what our neighbors say about our
Mary’s face was averted as she an children, w hat our rivals say a bom. onr
swered.
business, our dress or our affairs,

“There would be new quarrels. J

T W. «OYER, II. D.,

rjlHOHAS HALLMAN,

"I won’t do It,” ne cnuckiea. "ivanrs convenient lo r' carrying on long Jour urday afternoon. He could not wire to
likely ashamed of his looks—baldhead neys. The oka, another vegetable of his office for money. They closed at epidemic of typhoid fever stalking
Attorney-at-Law,
ed or fat or one eyed or something— the district, Is prepared In the same noon, and It was 11 now. He might through their midst and decimating
Practising Physician,
323 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. and don’t want me to know. I’m go way.
try the boys, but most of them went their numbers. Hundreds of the young
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
Will be at his branch office in Odd Fellows’ ing to visit him on the next train, and
out of town over Sunday. In any and best lives of the commonwealth
opposite Masonic Hall.
T h e W o r d “ B r ib e r y ,”
Building, C o l l e g e v i l l e , P a., every evening I’m not going to give him a chance for
event he should hate to explain that are annually sacrificed to the unsani
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 5.
any
more
excuses.
Ashamed!
Great
“Bribery”
Is
a
word
with
a
curious
1-25.
he had left the Carvers In such a hurry
Y. H EKEK, M. !>.,
Scott! Don’t we Uke the same books history. In the old Geneva Bible it is that he had not even had time to send tary customs of sewage disposal. Poi
and music and everything else? What said of the scribes and pharisees that for funds. He made his way to the lit son material of human origin from
nEORGE K. BRECHT,
do I care how the old chap looks? He they “make clean the outer side of the tle hotel, where the landlord’s curious
Practising Physician,
ought to know my regard rises above cup and of the platter, but within they glances made him realize that the public and private institutions, sewers
Attorney-at-Law,
such petty considerations, and I be are full of bribery.” The authorized transfer to the hotel would excite cu and privies are emptied into streams
EVANSBURG, Ta. Office B onn : Uutil »
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m Keystone’Phone No. 17.
OFFICES: 505 SWEDE STREET, and during lieve be thinks Just as much of me. version has “extortion,” and there is
at points but short distances above wa
riosity.
banking hours at Montgomery Trust Co., 118 His personal confidences prove It. I’ll
no doubt that by “bribery” the Geneva
W. Main Street. NORRISTOWN, Pa.
ter works Intakes, and in a few hours
He
began
to
feel
th
at
he
bad
acted
g A. HBVSM, M. I».,
Will respond to both ’phones : at Office, Nos. Just drop in on him so suddenly and Bible meant robbery. “Bribery” prob very foolishly. If he had confessed to thereafter are delivered through the
affectionately that he can’t help taking ably meant originally a morsel, a bro Fay th at he only had $10—that would
88 ; at Trust Co., Nos. 6.
2-1.
me In his arms.”
ken off piece, but it occurs first in old have taken her to town—or told her to water pipes of public systems to many
Homeopathic Physician,
So
when
the
through
freight
slowed
French, signifying a piece of bread send up to Carver’s and have taken the innocent and unsuspecting Individuals,
J^OR
SALE,
A
PRETTY
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Honrs : Until 0
at the w ater tank Keifer swung him given to a beggar; hence the Italian next train! Now it looked as If he who rest secure in the belief th at the
a. m ; 6 to 8 p. m. Keystone ’photae, No. 5;
Bell, 30x. Other office hours by appointment.
self Into the caboose with a ‘generous "blrba,” vagrancy, and the old French should have to stay In the town over public authorities, having in charge
All kinds of X-Ray work and electrical treat
outfit of tobacco and books and a brand “brlbeur,” a beggar or greedy devour- Sunday.
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.
the furnishing of drinking water, and
WITH ONE ACKE OF GROUND, Fruit and new pack of cards ordered up by the er. "Bribe” developed In two direc
who are responsible for the purity of
The
landlord
could
not
cash
him
a
Shade Trees, at Audubon, Montgomery Co., freight conductor.
And this same tions, In the senses of robbery and of a check, so he took a room and made his
B. HORNING, M. I».,
Pa. Apply to
the w ater thus supplied, are faithfully
friendly conductor, when they reached present. When Falstaff speaks of “a
to It. After the comfort of Carver performing their obligations.
U. S. G. FINKBINER,
telegraph station 13, obligingly slowed bribed buck” he means not one that way
Real Estate and Insurance Agent, the train so Keifer could drop Into the had been corrupted, but one that bad castle the dingy room, with ijg sheet
Practising Physician,
Public and private corporations,
Iron stove and florid wall paper, seem however, even when earnestly inclined,
Royersford, Pa.
white, yielding sand, the familiar, un been stolen.
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
ed Intolerable, but it was better than
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
varying landscape of bis own station.
wandering around town and perhaps are often limited in their powers to
C h a n ge « In P r o n u n c ia tio n .
“Accommodations!” he chuckled as
prevent sewage contamination of the
H o w A r n o ld S tu d ied L o g ic .
running
into Frank Jordan.
It requires no very profound knowl he strode eagerly toward the open
J II. HAMER, n. !>.,
Here is an interesting story told in
Somehow, as the afternoon passed, sources of water supply.
edge of English literature to ascertain doorway of the little building. “It’s
Jordan appeared less formidable than
After years of affliction, and at a
the pronunciation of the language got two rooms, like my own, and that’s the life of Archbishop Temple:
Homeopathic Physician. that
Matthew Arnold got leave, at the last he had, and Pellham began to feel un terrific cost in human life, It has finally
has undergone a vast change during plenty of accommodations for any rea
COLLEGEVILLE, P
Office Hours: Until
moment, to take in “Logic For Respon- comfortably like a fool. It bad been dawned upon the people th at a higher
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special Attention the last three centuries. The shrewd sonable man, but perhaps Kauf was
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23a u.
conjecture has Indeed more than once used to a big house at home. Hello I slons" instead of “Euclid,” which he such a trifle to quarrel over. He bad authority than the municipality must
been hazarded that the works of the Window curtains, and flowers at the could never master. The day before found them in the music room and Jor grapple with the problem and afford a
the examination he went to Jowett, dan had been disentangling a strand
Elizabethan dram atist would be unin end of the house and—Lord!’
UARVEY IV. KIIOMO,
remedy. It is, therefore, of interest
telligible to a modern audience If the
For a young woman, pretty and neat who was his tutor, and'asked how he of Alice’s hair from his coat button.
to every citizen of the commonwealth
He
bad
refused
to
believe
her
prompt
could
learn
the
subject
in
time,
as
he
native and original pronunciation were ly dressed, and with lips and eyes that
Attorney-at-Law,
to know about the work that Health
adhered to, and certain, at all events, were meant for smiling, but which Just was wholly Ignorant of It. Jow ett said explanation that In turning the music Commissioner Dixon is doing to pre
321 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
It Is that In many well known passages now were sober with inquiry and con his only chance was to go to Temple he had caught her hair. He had as
RESIDENCE—KOYKKSFOR D.
of Shakespeare the very rnythm of the sternation, had suddenly appeared in and see if he would try to teach him In sumed a flirtation, and his catting re serve the purity of the waters of the
line Imperatively demands a strange the doorway. Keifer had not seen a one day. Temple consented and, start marks had ended in the return of his state in fulfillment of the duty laid
Both ’Phones.
and unaccustomed accentuation of cer girl in over three years, and such a girl in g about 9 o’clock in the morning, ring and misery for them both. In his upon him by the act of April 22,
tain words. With the peculiarities of as this one appeared to him, never. talked continuously, allowing two hot anger he had not liked to ask his 1905.
TTEKBRRT B. HOOKE,
The enormity of the task is com
a later period most people are suffi His mouth opened and shut, without pauses of half an hour each for meals, host to cash a check and had gone
till past 2 o’clock next morning. Ar away without a thought of emergen prehended when one realizes the fact
ciently acquainted. That gold was sound.
Attorney-at- Law,
that almost without an - exception
nold had been provided with paper, cies.
goold and that china was Chaney dur
“Well?” the girl inquired at last.
every
city, borough and municipality
but took no notes. He lay back in his
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, ing the Augustan era Is m atter of com
There is no time to consider the com
“Is—is Kauf—In? How’s Kauf—
805 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
mon knowledge. And who can forget well? T-tell Kauf I’m out here to see chair with the tips of his fingers to monplace things of life when one has in Pennsylvania having a sewer sys
/ Bell and Keystone’Phones.
5-15.
gether, saying from time to time,
Pope’s description of Attlcus:
ust lost the girl he loves, and all would tem discharges its filth into the most
him /’ answered Keifer dazedly.
“What wonderful fellows they were!”
Dreading
even
fools,
by
flatterers
be
iave been well enough had he not convenient nearby stream, regardless
‘T m Kauf—Adella Kaufman,” said Soon after 2 o’clock a. m. Temple sent
jyjÀY^fiE R. LONGSTRETH,
of consequences to the user of that
sieged,
feared Fay Gressit’s ridicule.
the
girl.
Then
the
utter
blankness
in
And so obleeglng that he ne’er obleegedT
Arnold away to get some sleep, after
He made a pretense of reading a stream at some point below.
the
face
before
her
seemed
to
restore
Attorney-at-Law,
The last mentioned mode, as well as
Further, where there are no sew
which he satisfied the examiners In book he found in his hand bag, but he
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Crozer Build the two others, lingered on well Into the girl’s equanimity, for she smiled.
ers,
privies are almost universally lo
logic.
He
answered
every
question.
could
not
Interest
himself
in
the
story
“You’re Keif, I suppose—er—Mr. Kei
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Fhila., Pa.
the last century and was habitual with
cated on or near the banks of natural
and
long
before
tbe
dusk
began
to
close
fer,
I
mean,"
she
said.
“Didn’t
I
wire
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
w ater courses, which thus serve as
in be was thoroughly miserable.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar. Lord John Russell, though they are all you”—
probably by this time as rare as RooHe welcomed a knock a t the door. I t open sewers. By no known mathe
“I
wouldn’t
take
it,”
miserably.
“I—
shia for Russia and rarer than Spaw
could only be the porter with coal or matics is it possible to compute the
I thought ’twas some foolish excuse of
JOSEPH S. KRATZ,
for Spa.—Chambers’ Journal.
the chambermaid with towels, but oxtent of evil, the misery, expense,
a man who wasn’t used to visitors. I
somehow he felt as if be had been poverty, lifelong suffering and death
heard the instrument calling and rec
Attorney-at-Law,
a.- ......,.
......
stranded on a desert Island, and he which this custom entails; but It is a
ognized
your
touch,
but
I
wouldn’t
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
welcomed the advent of any one. He fact th at a large amount of it all would
listen.
After
the
first
time
I
kept
my
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
sprang to his feet as he cried “Come be driven from the state If sanitary
back turned and dodged out soon’s the
Philadelphia.
In!” and confronted Frank Jordan.
^methods of sewage disposal were
By LOUISE GLOSTER
train came in sight” He looked to
Telephones.
“You will pardon my breaking In up adopted.
ward the track, as if to see if the
on your solitude,” began Jordan, “but ; It is the privilege, as well as the
freight were still waiting for him, but
Copyright, 1906, by Homer Sprague
Miss Carver sent me for yon.”
Q L. EVANS,
duty, of the State Health Commission
all that was visible of it was a dark
“How did you know I was h ere?’ he er to bring about ju st this result. No
By FRANK H. SWEET
line trailing into the white horizon.
Pellham nervously paced the plat demanded suspiciously.
short sighted, vacillating and radical
“Train’s gone,” he said tentatively,
Attorney-at- La w ,
“Miss Gresslt sent a telegram warn policy could be successful in such a
“and it’s fifty miles to the nearest form. In twenty minutes the train
328 SWEDE STREET,
Copyright, 1900, by P. C. Eaetment
house, and there aren’t any more trains would come and take him away from ing us that you were still In town and great undertaking. It will necessarily
NORRISTOWN, PA. « ■*"—11 ■
be the work of years to undo the cus
. .. ■
^ ] either way until tomorrow. Now, if Rotan and his brief dream of paradise. asking us to look you up.”
“Have you the telegram?” asked Bob. toms of generations and establish uni
I’d brought some food I might walk the I t would take him back to town, and
Heifer of telegraph station No. 12, fifty miles or start off one way or the he would try to forget th at he had ever Jordan shook his head.
versal healthful conditions. Its suc
JOHN S. HUMSICKER,
Buller’s survey, had not been absent other to meet a train, but it’s been been engaged to Alice Carver.
“Miss Carver has th a t She Just asked cess In a measure depends upon the
from duty in three years. He had not eight hours since I had breakfast, and
I t was funny, he thought, th at they me to look you up. I say, old chap, I
wanted to. But with that bit of ribbon fifty miles. -You see,” deprecatlngly, never should have had disputes until feel awfully cut up over last night. enlightenment and co-operation of the
Justice of the Peace,
Just ticked from the instrument before “I felt so sure that Kauf—I beg your they had become engaged, but since There really was nothing to i t Of people. The stupidity and skepticism
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
his
eyes he underwent a sudden change. pardon, Miss -Kauf—Kaufman. I mean Christmas eve, when be had slipped the course I know how you feel. When a of a preoccupied and selfish populace
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended io. Charges reasonable.
He would accept the vacation so tardi —I—I—it don’t seem possible there isn’t ring upon her finger and had assured fellow Is first engaged he Is jealous of Is a barrier to quick results. Where
ly offered and make the most of It. any real Kauf after all the talking— her that it bound her to him for life, the rest of mankind. Good Lord, w hen. the public conscience is quickened,
His books said that a change was good we’ve done.”
^ R T H Ü R G. ASH,
there had been nothing but misunder I was first engaged to Fay I used to be voluntary reforms will be Inaugurated
and benefits will be a t once secured.
for a man’s soal, and he would come
“You’ve camped outdoors a good standings, culminating in the dispute Jealous even of her riding master."
back
refreshed
In
mind
and
body.
“You engaged to Fay Gressit?” shout In other cases the law will have to be
Justice of the Peace,
many times, I suppose, Mr. Keifer. All of last night, when she had given back
He loved the sand views of station No. western men have.”
ed
Bob. “I thought you were—well, In Invoked and enforced.
the
ring
and
had
left
him
with
head
Real Estate and General Business ¿gent, 12, for they signified home, bat the
The Chief Engineer of the Depart
terested
In Alice.”
erect—
to
break
down
when
she
reach
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
“Of course,” inquiringly. Then, with
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money changeless monotony of the four sides an odd note of eagerness coming into ed her own room.
“Sure I’m Interested,” agreed Jordan. ment, F. H erbert Snow, and his assis
loaned.
3-16
had grown a little oppressive since the
The Carver house party had lasted "She’s been a sort of fairy godmother tants are now traversing every part of
his voice, "You mean I may camp right
arrival of I t
here by the track until a train comes. well into the new year, and there to Fay and me. You know, Mrs. Gres the State, making examinations of
Before ticking back an acceptance It won’t be presumptuous after—after were still half a dozen guests a t the sit does not approve of me; thinks I’m sewerage systems and water supplies
FRANK BRANBRETH,
to the borne office he let his finger fall my density?”
big house. He wondered bitterly if Al not a good match for Fay, and if it and collecting data with respect to the
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
upon the instrument for a moment,
“I only control the station, Mr. Kei ice would be engaged to Jordan before weren’t for Alice I don’t know what quality ot all of the waters in Penn
touching the hand of his new friend, fer, and you have a right to camp any the party broke up. Jordan bad kissed we would have done.”
sylvania. More than this is being done,
DENTIST,
as it were.
“I suppose everybody is laughing a t sources of pollution and menaces which
her under the mistletoe Christmas eve,
where
you
please
out
of
doors.
But
ROYERSEORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
“Hello, Kauftnan,” he called, "are what I wish to say is that I’ll be glad and Jordan had been the bone of con my staying behind,” said Pellham can be abated a t once are reported to
honest prices.
you in for a vacation too?”
the commissioner, and in many cases
have you take supper with me and tention ever since. He was so occupied weakly.
“A week,” came back the prompt an to
“Don’t know anything about It,” de a request on his part to the owner
over Jordan’s shortcomings that be
all
your
meals
until
the
train
comes.
J^R. S. I>. CORNISH,
swer, “commencing on the 23d.”
At home I was considered a very fair never noticed Fay Gressit’s approach clared Jordan. *“I can let you have of the premises is sufficient to cause
“The 23d! Why, mine ends on that cook.”
until she tapped him lightly upon the what you need and you can go right on a removal of the nuisance. The num
DENTIST,
date, and It’s two weeks. But I under
to town or you can come back with me ber of letters of encouragement and
The next day the down freight was arm.
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
“I’m in the most awful fix," she and simply explain th a t you changed bo-operation in this kind of reform
four hours late, and when it began to
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
slacken speed in answer to his signal laughed. “I came to the station and your mind. If I were you I’d go back. received by the commissioner splendid
Keystone ’Phone No. 40.
Keifer released a band which be bad never realized that I was a pauper. Alice says you have a ring that belongs ly illustrates the willingness of the cit
izens of the state to do what is right.
caught suddenly on the first appear Can you let me have $20? There is no to her."
K. B. F. PLACE,
“I ’ll go,” said Bob. “Help me get In a few cases owners wilfully refuse
ance of the train into the sand’s level time to send back to Carver castle.”
to do away with the causes of disease,
Pellham performed a lightning calcu these things together.”
horizon.
Dentist,
Some hours later Bob and Alice sat in which event they are being brought
“I ’ll go and fix up my station some,” lation. His ticket had cost him $8.40.
he said, his voice tremulous with the That from $20 left $11.60. I t would in the music room while Jordan was into court or forced to comply with the
COR. MAIN AND DsKALR STREETS
awed wonder In it, "and maybe have never do to confess that he did not doing his best to hold the rest of the law.
NORRISTOWN, FA.
Another Important feature of the
another room put on. The company have it. Fay would gloat over the fact crowd In the library with parlor magic.
Room* 303 and 305. ‘ - Entrance. Main Street.
“I’m awfully glad you came back,” commissioner’s work Is appealing to
Keystone Telephone, N<». 75.
will stand that much, I think. Then that she had caught Bob Pellham pen
Take Elevator.
Whispered Alice as she slipped her hand the municipalities, namely, the utiliz
I’ll run back and transplant the flow niless. He raised his hat.
“Certainly,” he said. "W alt here and —the one with the ring on it—into his. ing free of cost to them of the services
ers and take your things, and the day
IT REQUIRES AN AC
CURATE KNOWLEDGE OF
before my vacation expires I’ll wire I will purchase your ticket and look "I think Fay is the sm artest girl I of the engineering department in con
REFRACTION and the laws
know,”
for a parson to meet us here. You’d after your trunk.”
sultation and advice respecting the in
to determine and corfaults of eyesight. The
“But w hat made her think I was go stallation of new water works and sew
better
send
in
your
resignation
at
once,
He
stepped
into
the
waiting
room
benefit of my special training
Kauf,”
and stayed there long enough to pur- ing to stay over?’ he asked. “I told her er systems and the extensions of exist
covering a quarter of a century are
at your service.
I was going down on the next train.”
“And announce toy promotion, Keif,”
ing systems. This engineering service
“She saw you buy your ticket and does not interfere with the work of
she finished softly.
A. B. PARKER, Optician,
that
there
was
only
the
one
bill
In
your
210 De KALB STREET,
NORRISTOWN.
purse. She knew th at if you stayed the engineer in private practice, but
A d m ira tio n ,
over there would be a chance for an increases it. The state department
“There can be no real society where
explanation, so she borrowed every gives free of cost the very best engi
compliment is unknown. I once spent
cent you bad and telegraphed us from neering advice procurable, which has
a summer In the country In the very
the next stop ju st w hat she had done.” already resulted In saving to munici
13025674
New Englandest part of New England,
“I think,” said Pellham slowly, “that palities large sums of money by ob
and I was frantic a t the sharp corners
I owe Fay a great deal more than she viating costly mistakes. In carrying
Collegeville, Pa.
of the talk. If I were a bit pale they
owes me.”
cut the general advice and suggestions
said, ‘Are you sick?’ like savages. If
Second door above
“I should hope,” said Alice, "that you cf the state department, the municipal
I looked in the least fetching I caught
railroad.
value me a t more than $20.”
ities must employ their own engineers,
them watching me by stealth and turn
Finest grades of
"Dear,” he whispered, “you are with but before plans are finally adopted
ing criminally away if I detected It.
and tobacco
on hand.
out price.”
they pass for approval to the health
To mention my praises In moments of
“Without money and without price,” commissioner. Dr. Dixon confidently
becoming hats or new coiffures would
stand. I’ve been here three years and have been a breach of etiquette, and It
she quoted. “You without the money asserts that through his engineering
T « • IiUTZ,
you only three months, and, now It’s a was a point of honor not to appear to
and I without the price.”
division he will save to the munici
dull time, they’re going to let you con notice a new gown. Heavens! I had
palities
In the state hundreds of thou
MERCHANT TAILOR,
trol this section while I’m away, and three minds to come back to town and
sands of dollars, and at the same time
then
I’m
to
do
the
same
for
you.
Too
378 HIGH STREET, : POTTSTOWN, PA.
wear my rose chiffon In a Broadway
work with the local authorities in car
Repairing, scouring, cleaning and pressing bad, though, for I thought we might car for the sheer Joy of being openly
rying out local improvements.
go off together. Odd, Isn’t It? I feel admired. There is only one thing
doiil at short notice.
Reference—Hill School, Pottstown.
that you’re the best friend I’ve got In more 111 bred than staring at a pretty
the world—about the only one, for that woman — that is not noticing her.
B e g in A g a i n T o d a y .
S. FOLEY,
matter, for we’ve wired no end of per There Is only one thing better than be
Emerson said he was an endless ex
sonal gossip and ambition and our ing admired, and that is being told so.
perimenter, with no past a t his back.
run about the same way. And Don’t tell me that a man who loves a
Health Commissioner Dixon's Great This is the secret of finding every day
Contractor and Builder, tastes
yet I’ve never seen you and don’t woman cannot compliment her. If he
new and delightful. To be bound down
TRAPPE, PA
Task Is to Reclaim the Waters
know whether you’re short or tall, lean
by what transpired yesterday, to as
Prompt and accurate in building construction. or fat, a heathen or a Y. M. C. A., or couldn’t society would dissolve. And
of the State From
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23
It would be the man’s fault.”—Zona
sume th at things must certainly be so
whether your mustache is still to Gale In Woman’s Home Companion.
because they have always been so, Is
Pollution.
sprout or your white hair Is dropping
to limit life to narrow confines. The
N. BA KNOT,
out from old age. Queer world. Isn’t
F r e e z in g F o o d B e fo re B a tin g .
HB CRIED “COME IN I” AND CONFRONTED
Joy of existence is to tackle every day
It, ICauf? But say! I believe I’ll run
FRANK IORDAN.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
In nearly all parts of the arctic re
as a fresh problem. Who knows what
THE
DISPOSAL
OF
SEWAGE
down
and
spend
my
vacation
with
you.
O O STB A C TO R F O B A L L K IN D S O F
gions food Is frozen not only for pur chase a ticket. He remembered it bad
it may bring forth? Nothing prevents
There’s no other place I can think of, poses of preservation, but also to In
us from living it in an entirely new
and we can see how each other looks crease, as the natives believe, Its nu taken him about three minutes, and a t
the end of a similar period be stepped
iway, as if yesterday had never been
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti and talk and smoke and”—
tritive properties. Their fish and seal on the platform again with the paste Sanitary Engineering Division of the and tomorrow were not. To be ham
There was a quick, protesting click.
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
flesh are frozen and eaten In thin slices
Department of Health Is Teaching
pered by no precedent, cowed by no
anteed. JHa^ SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
“Don’t you do It, Keifer —what Is cut off by ax or knife. Seal flesh half board and change in his hand, as if be
bad
Just
come
from
the
window.
fear, is to strike out on fresh trails
JOBBING.
3-6.
Municipalities Efficient and
your name anyway, the whole of It? decomposed and then frozen Is one of
“It will be real nice to have your
and find new delight dally.—Exchange.
Keifer Is so —so unceremonious and the Eskimos’ greatest delicacies. Wal
Economical Methods of
j p S, KOONS,
blunt. But about the vacation. You rus liver, too, when frozen Is held to company to town,” she said. Bob col
C ard M arks.
Drainage.
mustn’t visit me now—mustn’t. Why, possess great sustaining power, and it ored.
“I’ve changed my mind,” he explain
I t is conjectured by some writers on
SOHWENKSV1LLE, PA.,
It’s Impossible. I—I haven’t the ac is considered that-cooking deprives it
A
lamentable
and
tremendous
the subject that the marks upon the
commodations, and—and I’m so busy, of its delicacy of flavor. The natives ed. “I ’m not going to town this morn
Slater and Roofer,
ing. May wait until the last train.”
amount of needless suffering, sickness, cards designating the four kinds in a
and”—
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
of the Titicaca basin, in Peru, who in
“I will have father send a check to expense and death annually result pack were originally symbolical and
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
There was a call from the home of habit a district 12,000 feet above the
your
club,” she smiled as the train
tracted at lowest prices.
lioct
fice, and with a hurried explanation to sea, prepare their potatoes by soaking
from the wanton pollution of the Intended to signify the different class
Kaufman he flashed In an acceptance them In water, then freezing them, came In and be saw her settled In the stream s of Pennsylvania among those es of society. According to this suppo
»WAR» »AVI»,
sition, the hearts represented the cler
of the proffered leave of absence, took then steeping them In w ater and mash chair car. "I suppose I shall see you
Individuals dependent upon these gy, spades the nobility, some old packs
P a in te r an d
and answered the call, made a few ing them to remove the soluble matter. a t Collins’ Monday?’
“Surely,”
be
smiled
as
be
raised
hja
sources of supply for drinking water. of cards bearing a sword or lance head
final arrangements, then bent over to After this they are dried and become
Paper-Hanger,
hat and made for the platform, but as
QOLLSqSYILLE, PA. 4^Sam ples of paper continue the conversation, hesitated an article of food. They will then keep the train grew smaller In the distance Hundreds of communities hang in the Instead of a spade; clubs the serfs and
diamonds the burghers or citizen
always on hand.
and swung back from the Instrument. 1 any length of time and are extremely
be became less confident II was Sat balance and at any time may have an classes.
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discontinuance and private enter having a capitalization of $1,000,000
prise will finally succeed in sup or more each have been incorpor
plying the country with the best ated in the United States to the ex
varieties at less than half the price tent of an aggregate nominal capital
of about $900,000,000. That is at
it cost the Government.
The House of Representatives has the rate of $3,600,000,000 a year, and
passed by a majority almost unani it is confined only to a part of the
P u b lis h e d E v e r y T h u r s d a y .
mous, (ayes 222 and nays only 7) industry of the country. Wealth
the bill providing that alcohol used production is unquestionably pro
C O L L E G E V I jU L E , M O IM T G . C O . , P A . in the arts shall not be taxed. If ceeding on a great scale and pros
this bill accomplishes half that is pects are brilliant, but this manu
claimed for it, it will be almost facture of inflated corporate secur
revolutionary in its economical ities is proceeding a little beyond
. .. E. S. MOSER, EDITOR a n d PR O PR IE T O R ........
beneficence and the only wonder is even distant prospects. It is likely
that it was not passed years ago. to bring about another attack of
It is said that the Senate will again indigestion.
T H U R S D A Y , A P R IL 2 6 , 1906.
find it is in an embarrassing pre
OUR $12.50 MACHINE
dicament because free alcohol will A REMARKABLE CASE OF CIR - Supplies for all games and sports at money
CUMSTANCIAL EVIDENCE.
Since Wednesday morning of last w^eb earthquake come in competition with other of
saving prices. Repair shop rear store, Try it.
From the London Standard.
those
powerful
interests
which
the
shocks, the most violent and appalling in the whole history
Very eminent legal authorities
man with muck rake claims and
of civilization on the American continent, and fire, wrecked which the people believe certain agree that as to the facts of a case
and destroyed about three-fourths of the city of San F ran well-known Senators represent. It the jury is more likely to be right
said that alcohol can be made than the Judge. This week, how
cisco, California. The earthquake shocks on Wednesday, is
with marvelonsly little expense, ever, we have had another addition
which wrecked hundreds of buildings and caused the death out of potatoes, sugar-cane, corn to the lengthy list of instances of 149 West Main Street, Next to New P. 0.,
of about two hundred people and the crippling of many more, stalks, and a variety of other vege the Judge censuring a jury upon
tables and thaVit has superiority as its findings. “As clear a case as
was followed by the devastating sweep of fire which raged fuel for culinary and lighting pur bad ever come before him,” he said,
until many square miles of business houses and residences poses over oil, gas, wood and coal. as be ordered the jury to go home.
Possibly the Judge was right. It
were reduced to ashes and ruins. The property loss sus The manufacturers of the East, and
While the extensive improvements (now
the farmers of the West, and the is well to remember, however, that
tained by over 250,000 now homeless people is approximated planters of the South are in favor of had all the cases which have ap begun) to the interior and exterior of the
bank building are in progress, all the busi
at $350,000,000. Many other towns on the Pacific slope werfe the bill and claim that if the bill is peared so clear to the Judges gone ness aifairs of the institution will move right
much damaged by the earthquake and h number of lives lost. passed it will cheapen immensely as their lordships desifed more ahead, as usual, at
the prices of hundreds of articles than a few innocent men would have
When the news of the terrible catastrophe was wired over of merchandise and many of them of been sent to the gallows. An in
THE FIRST
stance
comes
to
mind,
one
of
the
daily
consumption
in
every
home.
the country immediate steps were taken to raise relief funds
the wood alcohol interest, most extraordinary in the history
and provisions. President Roosevelt, without delay, sent a However,
the Standard Oil Company claim, of our legal system, the account of
message to Congress asking for an appropriation of $1,000,- will be "ruined if this bill is passed. which we owe to the man who tried Norristown. The improvements are designed
add much substantial attractiveness as
000. I t was promptly granted. Congress has since in Well, what of it? Haven’t they and presided over the trial, Lord to
well as additioDal conveniences to the build
enough, have not they had their Chief Justice Dyer. This was a ing,
wherein the favors of all patrons—in
creased the appropriation jto $2,500,000. Governor Penny- share, and with long immunity from “clear case” of murder. The vic
creasing ip. number—will continue to be
packer issued a proclamation calling on the people of Penn competition? During the hearing tim had been found stabbed to death fully appreciated. Remember :
sylvania to contribute toward the relief of the suffering- in committee there was an interest in a field wood, by bis side the
3 PER CENT. ON TIME DEPOSITS.
thousands. Train loads of provisions from many of the ing experiment shown by the advo pitchfork with which the deed had
of this hill, and samples of been done. The man who owned
principal cities of the country have reached or will reach cates
silk were exhibited made from the fork was arrested, and the
the devastated city. The distribution of funds and pro cotton dissolved in alcohol. They bloodstained suit he had worn was
visions is under the direction of the Secretaries of the had all the sheen and luster that found hidden in a mattress.
Short of testimony from any one
Treasury and War Departments of Washington. Since the silks of France and Italy can
Saturday the work of bringing order out of chaos has been in show. They are not so durable as who had seen the crime actually
progress. Plans have been already made to rear a new the silk-worm variety but can be committed, there was not a link
for it in hundreds of missing from the chain of evidence
city, and within six months the many thpusands now living substituted
cases and they ,do not cost one-third against the prisoner. It was in
in tents, or as best they can, will be housed. Gradually hope as much. Will the trust represen vain that he pleaded not guilty,
is supplanting the despair caused by the terrible fear of the tative dare to stand out against a everything was so conclusively
internal forces of the earth and the distress wrought by the bill that will enable the daughter clear against him. A verdict of
and wife of the farmer and mechanic guilty was expected immediately Men’s and Young Men’s Cloth
awful conflagration.
to vie in splendor with the daughter from the jury, but the foreman
of a millionare?
ing Doomed to be Sold for
asked that as the life of a fellowSome men, born great, lose their greatness by trying to The principle topic of discussion creature was at stake the jury
Half Price.
this week has been the President’s might he allowed to retire.
thrust themselves into prominence.
speech at the „laying of the corner
The Judge did not understand The greatest money saving op
stone of the new offices for the why they should do so in so simple
I t is easier to note flaws than virtues in human char House of Representatives which he a case; still the jury had its wish.
portunity of a life time. High
acter, because of finding something looked for.
called “ The man with the muck It did not return. The Court ad
grade, hand-tailored suits for
muck rake.” The question which journed for lunch; the jury did not
every man asks when the speech is come back in the afternoon and in
just half price.
F riday seems to be overly anxious to'know who will be discussed is: “ What does he mean” spite of several anxious inquiries
the successful Republican candidate in Legislative district and each man interprets it accord- from the bench it had not made up
to his prejudice for or against the its mind when the Court rose for
No. 2.
measures advocated. The papers the day—there was one man hold
$10.00 Suits $5.00
Liverpool agents of Transatlantic steamship companies read into it all sorts of meanings. out. The jury was locked up for
The
friends
of
the
President
claim
the
night
and
in
the
morning
$12.00 Suits $6.00
state that the rush of wealthy Americans to England will ex
that it was in a line with all of his returned a verdict of not guilty.
$15.00 Suits $7.50
ceed all previous records during the coming summer.
demands for a squareydeal; his This was a poser and the Judge
$18.00 Suits $9.00
enemies say it is a complete back dismissed the jury, saying: “The
T he British Medical Journal well and truly says : The down from his protestations made blood of the deceased lies at your
strength and greatness of a nation do not lie in the sinews of at the beginning of his term that door."
Private inquiry by the Judge
was to be exposure every
its people, nor in the money bags of its traders, but in the there
where and publicity of everything elicited the fact that the foreman, a
size 14 to 30.
devotion of its citizens to a lofty ideal of public and private connected with the trusts, the de man of unblemished reputation, had
$ 8.00 Suits $4.00
duty, in the love for all that is true and good and beautiful, partments and the government. The been the cause of the verdict, which
$10.00 Suits $5.00
conservatives think his proposal to the rest had been starved into ac
and the hatred of all that is false, evil, tpean and ugly.
$12.00 Suits $6.00
tax incomes increasingly so as to cepting. The Judge sent for this
.........................................
$15.00 Suits $7,50
practically prohibit great fortunes gentleman and in his private room
T he Hatfield Times recently celebrated its fourteenth is close to socialism and the Demo begged him to explain the mystery
anniversary. We congratulate editor Addison upon the suc crats assert that Bryan at his of his obduracy and the amazing
cess that has attended his journalistic efforts, and wish him worst had never advocoted any finding of his fellows, first pledging
thing so radical. Those who be himself to preserve inviolate any
steadily increasing prosperity.
lieve that the President “can do no confidence which the other might
$10.00 Ovorcoats $ 7.50
wrong” are enthusiastic about the repose in him.
$12.00 Overcoats $ 8.50
T he Democratic State Convention to nominate candidates recommendations made in the
Then the foreman told him how
$15 00 Overcoats $10.00
for kGovernor, Lieutenant Governor, Auditor General anc speech but others who are inclined he himself had met the victim for
$18.00 Overcoats $12.50
Secretary of Internal Affairs will be held in H arrisburg on to doubt him occasionally, say now whose murder the prisoner had
$20.00 Overcoats $15.00
that his passion for controlling any been tried, how this man had
$25.00 Overcoats $16.50
Wednesday, June 27.
and everything on the globe has sought to take advantage of his
betrayed him into meddling with official position and exact unjust
T he House at Washington has removed the tax of over the proposition to regulate fortunes tithes, how they had quarreled and
1000 per cent, on alcohol. If the Senate concurs Congress and private business. For all of fought, how the man had attempted Women’s Purs at Half
Price.
will confer a great boon upon the general public. Free this difference of opinion as to the to kill him with a fork and how he (the
value of the suggestions the im foreman of the jury) had killed his
Last
call
on
furs.
Rarest bargains of the
alcohol will mean about 12 cents per gallon to consumers who pression is general that the real antagonist with his own pitchfork,
season are here now.
must now pay about $2.80 on account of the revenue tax. meaning of it all is a third term. then fled. The prisoner, coming
$10.00 Furs $ 5.00
With the tax removed, alcohol will promptly come into uni Many, who a month ago denied along, had found the man dying,
$15.00 Furs $ 7.50
versal use for lighting and fuel purposes. Grain, potatoes with emphasis that the President and in endeavoring to succor him
$20.00
Furs $10.00
and beets are prime commodities from which the most alcoho could be considering becoming a had got blood upon his clothes and
$30.00
Furs $15.00
again are now reluctantly in his confusion had taken the
can be extracted. Hence a farmer, instead of digging for candidate
$40.00 Furs $20.00
admitting th at\all the signs are dead man’s fork and left his own in
oil, will find more wealth on the surface in the way of a vastly pointing that way, while the more its place. This was why the fore
$50.00 Furs $25.00
increased market for these products. Will the Senate be in easily convinced are announcing it man held out and why the prisoner
fluenced by the Standard Oil Company or by the needs of as a foregone conclusion. The escaped.
astuteness of the President in
millions of people ?
Devil’s Island Torture
gradually giving out the impression
that he will he a candidate for a is do worse than the terrible case of Files
afflicted me 10 years. Then I was ad
Whenever the old earth, subject to the same principles third term, supposing that is really that
vised to apply Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, and
No. 221 High St.,
and processes as pertain to all the other masses of matter in his intention, he is exceedingly less than a box permanently cured me,
writes L. S. Napier, of Rubles, Ky. Heals
clever.
A
sudden
announcement
space throughout the Universe, causes some unlooked for
all Wonnds, Burns and Sores like magic.
catastrophe to the' habitations of men, involving the loss of that he had revoked the statement 25c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s, the druggist.
POTTSTOWJV
made on the eve of his election that
life, there bobs up here and there a specimen of the theo he would not again seek the office
logically educated genus homo who delegates to himself the would have shocked the people and
ERKIOMEN VALLEY
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
wisdom and authority to cry out that the destruction wrought caused a decided diminution in his
o f Montgomery County.
IS
THE
THIEF
OF
popularity.
Given
out
this
way
is to be attributed, a priori, to the directive will of Jehovah,
as a rebuke to human wickedness. I t is first to be observec though in homeopathic doses, and
by slow degrees habituating the
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
that these self-constituted exponents of the willof aDeity are public
to the idea he avoids the un
such either through ignorance or the assumptions common pleasant effect of suddenness and
to certain methods of training; and second, it is to be notec the public which is almost as NOW is the best time to open an account
that gentlemen of this calibre are usually to be found among easily diverted as a baby will with the PENN TRUST CO., no matter
those who are very quick to dispute any of the innumerable forget by the time the campaign whether you have $5 or $5000.
discoveries and conclusions of Science—the heated condition opens that Mr. Roosevelt had ever The sooner we get your deposit the greater
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $9,000,000.
made any statement regarding
your income will be from your savings, and
of the interior of the earth, for instance.
another term.
Senator Tillman in the intervals the better prepared you will be to take an- Office o f the Company i
WASHINGTON LETTER. only eliminate a system of petty that the Railroad rate bill is laid vantage of opportunities to make money.
COLLEGEVILLE, FA.
Consult us about our liberal system of
political bribery but it will enable aside, continues to haggle about the
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary .
the farmers and gardners of the political contributions of national paying 3 per cent, on savings.
From Our Regular Correspondent.
H. W. KRATZ, President,
country to select their own seed banks. He is demanding a rigid
W ashington, D. C., April 19,1906. and thus secure a better quality
Norristown, Pa.
and unsparing investigation of the
This session of Congress has wit than the Government has been dis repeated charges that National
Regular
office day of the Secretary, Friday
rust
of each week; also every evening.
nessed several innovations which, tributing. The system of distri banks have illegally contributed to
Cor. Main and Swede Sts.
while they are not sensational, are buting free seeds, like many other political campaign funds and Wed
NORRISTOWN,PA.
indicative of changes in the affairs systems, which have been corrup nesday delivered a two hours
of Government of more than usual ted and abused had a commendable speech on the subject and gave
“The Company that pays 3 % Interest
importance and they would be more object to’begin with. The first ap what he considered reliable figures
for ewj day the money is on deposit”
conspicuous in the journalistic propriation for this purpose was bearing on the size of the last three
history of the times if it were not $1,000 and in the language of the Republican Presidential Campaign
Stand more pressure and look nieer than
clay bricks, aud cost less. Any color de
that they have been eclipsed by the bill was “for rare and valuable funds, placing the McKinley fund
sired. All kinds of moulding, cornice,
Railroad Rate Bill and other im seeds.” This was three fourths at four million dollars which is at
and bay window bricks, standard sizes.
Come
and see the concrete bricks made
portant measures that have occu of a century ago and the amount least a million short of the popular against loss by death from disease or acci- and tested
and get prices. Concrete blocks
dent
in
the
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pied the attention of Congress and has grown year after year, year after estimate. In 1900, he said, the con MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO. always on band, as heretofore.
the public. The Pure Food Bill is year, until now it amounts to a tributions bad amounted to $2,800,- Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
occurs.
expected, to and doubtless will, do third of a million of dollars and 000 and in 1904 to $1,900,000.
M !. 1ST. H a r r ie tt,
I. Z. REINER, President.
much to promote the health of every “ rare and valuable” as applied to
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
1-3.
t
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Appraisers t
INCORPORATED FOG.
man, woman and child in the the seeds distributed, has beconpe
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
United States. The suppression of an absurd fiction. The farmers of From the Springfield Republican.
Advertise Your Sales In the
H. H. ROBISON, Collegevtlle.
Free Seed Distribution will not the country will lose nothing by its
Since the year began concerns
W, E. BEAN, Trooper. Independent.

You are Invited to visit our new
Sewing Machine Department, and
see the improvements, and won
derful'work jlone by the old and
well known

— T H E—

INDEPENDENT

PHONOGRAPH

Standard Machine
Here you buy sewlug machines,
like all other goods I sell, at their
real value. Come see and com
pare. Our complete line is ready.
New guaranteed drop-head ma
chines, with full set attachments,
at $12 50, $13.50, $15.00, $18 50,
$20, $22.50, $25, $35, $40. Best
value to be had anywhere.
Needles, Belts, etc., for all makes.

Superior Brussels
Carpets at :
*
REGULARLY 90 CENTS A YARD.

-- The Best Carpet in America for Its Price. —

Do Not Forget
That we have 40 New Bicycles
here. Men’s new bikes, $15.00 to
$90 00, very special values at $25,
35 good used hikes $4 00 up.
Tires $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50,
$3.00, $3.50, best value always.
VICTOR

i

Won’t fade, won’t sprout—a genuinely good
serviceable carpet for use in every room.

L I N O L E U M

RECORDS

—

the floor covering that wears like an oak plank
and always presents a nice appearance. Special
NORRISTOWN, PA. Inlaid Linoleum, 90c. a yard, worth $1.25.
W e are showing direct importations in CHINA
and JAPAN MATTINGS.
SUMMER STRIPED CURTAINS, the largest
line ever shown in this town. Over 50 styles to
Special Values.
select from. 65 cents, up.

ZEi. S . B R A N D T

Oxford Ties

R ig h t A h e a d !

— NATIONAL BANK—

The Great

Made from Vicl Kid, Pat. Colt and Gun
Metal Calf, $2.00, $2.50. All Blucher cut.
Kreider’s Oxfords, at $1.50. Thase
have the style of $2.00 ones, vicl kid and
pat. colt ma’.er.
La France Oxfords,
$2.50, $3.00.
“
“
Shoes,
$3.00.
Women’s Shoes o f AH Kinds,
from the common' sense to the most stylish
ones, $1 25 to $3.00. You cannot fail to
be suited.
Try the Mew Corn Cure, 10c.

H .
,

L .

N

Going,

Gone !

MEN’S SUITS !

D en ta l Da®lobs
a g a in a t t h e o l d p l a c e ,

209 Swede Street,

:

:

:

Norristown, Pa.

PLATEN,
FILLING«,
BRIDGE WORK.
OVER 25000 GALLONS OF PURE GAS ADMINISTERED IN 24 MONTHS.
Charges Reasonable.
Examination Free.
All work guaranteed to be satisfactory.
GERMAN SPOKEN.

Is a genuine pleasure here—and for several
reasons. The stocks are large and compre
hensive. The articles show the newest de
signs. The prices moderate. The value of
any selection is unquestionable. And as a
last but no means least advantage, we are
always glad to show anything and every
thing.

■SIN
EWSPBINGGOODS®
-

Silver
Sterling or
Plated.

Some of our New Spring Goods have ar
rived ; the others are coming as the jobbers
get them from the mills. We will show the
finest line of Drees Goods for Spring we have
ever shown. Anticipating the advance in
cotton and wool, we purchased very early
so as to secure most of our goods at old
prices, so that there will be very little and
in most cases no advance at all in our prices.
We have the reputation for carrying the best
values in the town for the prices. In one
case we were told that w<Kwere selling a
certain piece of goods 25c. A YARD
CHEAPER THAN SOME OF THE LARGE
DEPARTMENT STORES.
For Shirt Waist Suits we have a variety of
choice new goods.
Cotton Voils, new styles, 12}£c.
Arnold Batistes, Silk Organdie, Opalette
(an Invisible check), Silk Checks, Embroid
ered Silk Zephyrs, Bungalow Silk Novelty
Waistings, Sicilian Fancies, Henley Serges
have the appearance of wool goods.
Sole Radiant. ADy of the above would

Cut Glass
For many
purposes.

Jewelry
Gem set or
Plain.

J. D. SALLADE,
jew e le r and Optician,

1 6 E ast M ain Street,
MORRISTOWN. FA.

^■ SslÄÄ a a AA V » AÎa

AtAIvA KA A*AAta A~AAr» | ■5 tfKjüA K * Ata Ata AV AT*

SEASONABLE

GOODS
— AT —

A JT RAMRO’S.
make beautiful shirt waist suits or waists.
New Embroidery, wide insertion for waist
fronts. A large assortment of Bates’ Seer
suckers ; styles not found in any other store
in town.
Costume Linens in the popular shades,
also In white. A fine line of White Goods,
new Percales and Prints. A good assort
ment of Lancaster Ginghams. Cheaper
goods, 5c. yard.
A lot of nice Remnants of Dress Goods,
some suit lengths, others enough for waists
or skirts.
Something new in Skirt Bindings—CHAF
FEE’S SILK DRESS WA8H BRAIDS.
LOOKS
SOFT
WASH
WEAR

SILK
VELVET
LINEN
IRON

Try it.
If you will need a SEWING MACHINE,
give the DEMOREST a trial and save money.
$19.50 to $30.00.

C- W . R A M B O ,

B rm b ack ’s.

229 High Street.

Blankets o f Every De
scription.

m

Overcoats Doomed to Go.

Pottstown, Pa.

£

HEADQUAETEES

£

I8

Underwear for Men,
Women and Children.

£
£
£

Dress Goods, Ginghams,
Colicoes » good qualities
at reasonable prices.

— FOR —

BIRTHDAY
— AND —

8

HAKE NO 1£
MISTAKE I11

- FREED SHOES For Men, Ladles and Children,
the kind that wear.

Complete Line of
£

WEDDING
G IF T S I

In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, bow
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

1£

Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
specialties.

tt

it

POTTSTOWN.

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Oil, Putty, Hardware.

1
1£

FOR SALE!

m
£

i8
£

8

Nee the handsome line o f Art
Pictures, Novelties, etc. All the
new goods, the finest assortment
ot up-to-date goods to be round
anywhere.

You are Invited to

1 call aud Inspect at the BOOK,
DRY GOODS, GROCER
u IES,In DRIED
and ART NTORE
FRUITS, CANNED i
n GOODS, or in any department of m NTATIONERY
OF
£ the big store on the corner you 1
find what you want at the £
£ will
right price.
£
1 HORACE A. CUSTER,
Ready-made Pantaloons and 8

ROOTS

n

S£

£
£
£

P

£

Opportunity.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

£

£
1£
S W . P. FEETOE, £
£
£
^
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
8
£

I£

Insures Against Fire and Storm,

PennT

B O R N E M A JS T

MORRISTOWN, PA.

“ SELECTING

Young Men’s Suits

Procrastination

HiTOIRIB.ISTO'WISr.

T C E ,

Doomed Sale Wedding
Gifts”

Going,

BRENDLINGERS

231 HIGH ST R E E T ,

A Number of Desirable
Properties
Along Trolley between Norristown and
Limerick.
Write for particulars.

G O T W A LS & BE Y E R ,
55 E. Main St.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

HORACE STORB
-Winter Underwear- M arb le

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

Co.

P O R

A L L ,

—AND—

- I N A L L SIZ E S. Collars, Ties, Suspenders, Lace Col
lars, Belts, Fancy Work, Muslins, Ging
hams, Ready-made Wrappers, Aprons,
&p. Also DRESSMAKERS’ SUPPLIES
and all the little things you just need at

Cement Bricks ™e

G ra n ite
W o rk s,

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,

Insure Yonr H o r s e s ^

Main St., N ear Station,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

M

RS. M, E. VANDERNLIÇE’N

EATING HOUSE,

Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office,
College ville. Pa.
Meals to order: eatables furnished at all
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
Patronage solicited.

^ ■ 1 4 9 H ig h S t.
P O T T ST O W N , P E N N ’A.

J

WESLEY HOOVER,

Blacksmith and Horseshoei%
F IR S T A V E N U E , N E A R P E R K IO M E N
B R ID G E , C O L E E G E V IL IiE , PA ,

First-class work In all branches. Nevsrslip
Shoeing a specialty.
12-28-8111.

Designs

and

Estfpiates Furn

ished Free ot Charge.

I f you have anything to
tell, advertise it in the Independent

g TH E IN D E P E N D E N T S
TERMS
$i.OO l*EK YEAR
It
IN ADVANCE.
s:

Thursday, April 26, ’06
CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Churefi,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.46 a. in., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
Sunday Sehool 2.80 p. m. Vested choir. Free
Sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for*
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. in., every
Sunday, Rev. F. W. Randall, pastor. Hible
chool, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening at 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
second Sunday evening at 7.30; Bible school,
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.f prayer meeting, Tues
days a t 7.80 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. W. CL Stook
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday
School at 8.45 a. m. Preaching at 10 a. m.
and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meet
ing at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at
6.45 p. m. All are cordially iuvited to attend
the services.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services for
the coming Sabbath, as follows: At Trappe—
Preaohing at 2.30 p . m.; Sunday School at 1.80
p. m. At Limerick-—Preaching at 7.45 p. m ;
Sunday School at 9.30 a. in.; K. L. C, E. ser
vice at 7.16 p. m. All people are Invited to meet
with us.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila
delphia : 7.03, 7.45, 11.30 a. m., 0.05 p. m. Sun
days—7.11 a. m., 6.23 p. m. For Allentown:
7.45,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
a. m., 7.39 p. in.

Home and Abroad.
—It was a cold wind
—That blew a gale, Tuesday.
—The old earth will soon be fully
robed in its mantle of green,
-^-With trees and vines in leaf
and bloom.
—Headquarters for Standard sew
ing machines and bicycles at H. S.
Brandt’s, 149 W. Main street, Norris
town; see adver., second page.
—J. A. Rhoades sold another lot
of horses at public sale at Perkio
men Bridge hotel, Monday, at fair
prices.
—Very attractive: The large bed
of tulips in bloom on Burgess F. J.
Clamor’s lawn.
—Slight not what’s near through
aiming at what’s far.—Euripides.
—All the iron mines have been
shut down at Boyertown, after be
ing in operation two years.
—Whoever has even once become
notorious by base fraud, even if he
speaks the truth, gains no belief.—
Phaedrus.
—Dr. James G. Mensch, of Pennsburg, recently celebrated the fif
tieth anniversary of his entrance
upon a medical career.
—Falling from the judges’ stand
at the Spring City race track,
Jacob Westcott, aged 10 years,
broke his arm.
—There would be more wisdom
in many a head if it didn’t leak at
the mouth.—Chicago News.
—Miss Sallie Shireyr of Monocacy Hill, attends to her household
work at the age of 94 years.
—Struck by a fast freight below
Pottstown, Plasci Meoto, a Reading
Railway repairsman, was killed.
—Caught in an electric meat
grinder, Loyal Tice, a Pottstown
lad, had a finger chipped.
—Eight hundred persons were
fed at a church supper given by
the Topton Orphans’ Home Society.
. —A mean Phœnixville thief stole
$51 that little Edna Bartzer had
saved to buy for herself an artificial
hand.
—Lucian W. Bauman, of Reading,
claims to' have the smallest dog in
the county, weighing only three and
one-quarter pounds, though he is 2
years old.
—Her clothing catching fire from
blazing paper, Mrs. Catharine
Becker, of Spring City, was badly
burned, and only by the prompt
action of her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Alvin Becker, was her life saved.
—Another lad ran against him/
while playing base ball, and How
ard Dotterer’s leg was broken in
three places, at Pottstown.
—Building operations are held up
in Norristown by differences exist
ing between the master builders
and carpenters, as the latter want
35 pents an hour instead of 30 cents.
O utput of Fish H atcheries.

Pennsylvania’s fish hatcheries
uring the past season put out the
normous and record-breaking total
f $143,000,000 fry in the waters of
be State. OK this number 47,420,00 were brook trout and 51,000,000
usquehanna salmon.
Third Visit of S afe W reckers in Two
Years.

.... For the third time in two years
Rosemont was visited by safe
wreckers Wednesday night of last
week, who made away with about
$230 in stamps and postal cards, the
contents of tne post office safe.
C ongressional Convention to be
Held a t Lansdale.

The conferees in session at the
Bingham House, Philadelphia, on
Saturday, decided to hold the congressiohal convention of this, the
Eighth district, composed of Bucks
and Montgomery counties, at Lans
dale, on Monday, Ju De 11, at 10 a.
m. The convention will be com
posed of one delegate from each
election district, chosen at prim
aries to be held on the preceding
Saturday evening, June 9.

W. C. T. U.

Philadelphia M arkets.

Evansburg and Vicinity. rather reap the benefits of this in

Wheat, 86; corn, 59c.; oats,
The monthly meeting of the Col-'
Contractor McCormick has re
legeville union will be held at the 39c.; winter bran, $23.00; timothy sumed work on the Ridge pike.
home of Mrs. S. H. Longstreth on hay, $16; mixed hay, $13; steers,
On Tuesday Rudolph Bergman,
to5|c.; fat cows, 3 a 4ic.; sheep,
Tuesday, May 1, at 4 p. m.
3i to 6ic.; lambs, 6£ to 7}c.; hogs, of Philadelphia, moved into the
property he purchased last year of
9i a 9ic.
B urgess to be Appointed.
Mrs. Gifford.
At the February election the
Louis Faehl moved to Norristown
Ju ro rs For Ju n e Court.
voters of Greenlane illegally re
on Wednesday.
In th elist of jurors for the June
elected F. A. Gilbert, Democrat,
Philip Barrow and wife, of Phila
Burgess. Tb'e court has appointed term of criminal and civil court
J. M. Hiltebeitel to fill the vacancy. appear the following names: Edw. delphia, visited friends in the vil
W. David,t Collegeville; Wm. Sip lage on Sunday.
ple, Benj. Schlicher, Trappe; H. R.
On Saturday an axle of Caster’s
Opened a Real E state Office.
Thomas, John McBride Sr., H. H. bread wagon broke in front of the
Our townsman, J. C. Landes, has Bechtel, Upper Providence; R. H. Episcopal church, and the driver
opened an office in the Norristown Grater, Théo. Keyser, Theo. Her was compelled to return to College
Trust Company building and has man, Wm. Tyson, Thomas P. Wil ville for another wagon.
engaged in the business of buying son, Lower Providence.
On Monday, owing to the dislo
and selling real estate, stocks and
cation
of the tail-board of Brugger’s
bonds. We wish him success in
PERSONAL.
bread
wagon, bread, cakes, etc.,
his new undertaking.
were strewn along Church street.
James and Cecilia Hamer visited Harry’s
lungs are still sore from
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thomas, of blowing off
the dust.
Of Interest to Odd Fellows.
Germantown, Sunday.
There will be a notable departure
Mrs. John Keyser and her sons
from an old custom of Odd Fellows Howard
Ironbridge Echoes.
and John returned Friday
in the parade at the annual meeting from a visit
to
Rev.
Philip
Hoover
meeting at Canton to-day, the sub
The regular bi-weekly meeting of
ordinate lodges participating hav and family at Dushore, Pa.
the Silver Link Literary Society
ing agreed to discard the usual high
Miss Anna Asbenfelter visited will be held this Thursday evening.
hat and to adopt a uniform cap.
All are welcome.,
friends in Lansdale, Sunday.
H. T. Hunsicker is having his
Captain H. H. Fetterolf is suf
Jury to A ssess D am ages.
fering from an inflammatory condi feed store and lumber shed painted
by F. Pierce Walt.
The court has appointed Joseph tion of his face.
The P. O. S. of A. held a large
X). Jones, W. P. Fenton, James
Easter banquet in Eagle hall. Many
Tracey, Horace Rimby and Samuel
O peretta a t Schwenkavllle.
visitors were present to help enjoy
Coates a jury of view to assess
Saturday evening, in Bromer’s the feast.
damages for the change of grade of
Markley street, Norristown, in hall for the benefit of the Lutheran
Mr. Frank Bader, oK~ Phcenixfront of houses belonging to Ell- and Reformed churches, about fifty ville, treated the newly married
of Schwenksville’s young men and couples to a ride in his automobile,
wood Roberts.
women gave in a most admirable
manner the operetta, “ The Merry Sunday.
License Revoked, B ar Closed.
Clayton Miller has accepted the
Milkmaids.” The costumes were
Last Thursday Sheriff Matthews timely, and the acting was praise position of hostler at the Railroad
served a rule of the court upon worthy. Mrs. John Rahn, who was House, Collegeville.
Daniel M. Kline, proprietor of the the leading soprano, sung in a
Among the visitors in the village
Limerick Square hotel, ordering charming manner a number of over Sunday the following were
him to close his bar. The rule was beautiful solos, while the chorus noted: John Rawn, of Phoenixmade by the court in consequence work of the merry milkmaids and ville; Misses Asbenfelter, of Oaks;
of violations of the liquor laws in jolly farmers was effectively rend A. D. Hunsicker, of Royersford;
ered. The performance will be re Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Hofmann and
selling to minors, etc. ,
peated next Saturday evening.
family aud Mr. Kline, of Philada.
Snow and Ice.

Fifteen inches of snow fell Mon
day in Pike county at Greentow.n,
Pa., and near the Monroe county
line it was the worst day experi
enced at this season in many years,
freezing weather prevailing in all
parts of the county Tuesday
morning. ”
Lad Fatally Burned.

Elmer Jaggers, aged 6 years, of
Bridgeport, died Thursday night at
Charity Hospital from burns re
ceived during the previous after
noon from a bonfire the little fellow
started in the yard of his home.
Getting too near the blaze his cloth
ing was ignited and he was fatally
burned before help arrived.
Real. E state Sold.

Real estate belonging to the John
R. Thomas estate, at Jeffersonville,
was sold Monday by the adminis
trators. The Ridge turnpike prop
erty, house, barn and about twelve
acres of ground, was purchased by
Morgan H. Thomas for $3350. The
eight-acre tract with a stone house
and barn was bought by Mr. Burns
for $2150.
Death.

Jesse B. Beyer, in his 81st year,
died Tuesday morning at his home
in Norriton township. The wife
and two children survive: William
and Louise, both of Norriton town
ship. The funeral will be held to
morrow (Friday) at 10 a. m. Ser
vices at Wentz’s Reformed church,
Worcester, at 11.45; undertaker J.
L. Bechtel in charge.
Interested In an Army Publication.

Peter Weaver, of the U. S. Army,
stationed in the Philippine Islands,
is interested in the Infantryman, a
neat publication issued from the
military headquarters. His knowl
edge of typography acquired in
the I n d e pe n d e n t office some years
ago now enables him take an active
partin the get up of the soldiers’
paper referred to.
F iancee to be R eim bursed for Ex
penditures Incidental to
Love Making.

The other day when the estate of
Katie Ellen Esser, a young woman
late of Souderton, was called for
audit before Judge Solly, an item
ized bill for milk, candy, oysters,
etc., from A. A. Rosenberger, who
had paid regular attention to Miss
Esser, was objected to by John
Esser, father of the young woman
and executor of the estate. It also
developed that the lady had willed
$25 to Rosenberger. The Judge
expressed his disapproval, but ad
vised the executor to admit the
claim.
Trinity Reformed Church.

As heretofore announced a beauti
ful memorial tablet of marble to the
memory of the late Rev. J. H. Hen
dricks, D. D., for more than forty
years the pastor of the church, will
be unveiled in the auditorium with
appropriate exercises next Sunday
morning at 10 o’clock. Addresses
will be made by Rev. W. A. Kline,
A. M., Dr. J. Shelley Weinberger,
and the pastor Rev. F. C. Yost, D.
D., and there will be special music
by the choir. The tablet will be un
veiled by Isaiah H. Detwiler, who
has the honor of serving as an
elder for a longer period than any
other official of the church in a
similar capacity. The public is
cordially invited to be present.
Catechetical class on Saturday
next at 1.30 p. m.
A joint consistory meeting of the
charge will be held in Trinity
church on Friday evening of this
week to elect delegates to the an
nual meeting of Philadelphia classis,
May 8, in Philadelphia, and to ar
range for the installation of the new
pastor.
At a recent special meeting of
Philadelphia classis, the letter of
transfer of Rev. F. C. Yost, D. D.,
was received from Zion’s classis,
synod of the Potomac, his call to the
pastorate of Trinity church con
firmed, and a committee of installa
tion appointed. The installation
will very probably take place at
an evening service some time next
week.

Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable.

Is the Moon Inhabited?

A happy home is the most valuable pos
session That. Is within the reach of mankiud,
tug you caunot enjoy' Its comforts If you are
suffering from rheumatism. Yqu t|irow
aside business cares whan you
your
boqie anil you cap bp relieved from those
rheumat|c pains also by applyipg ChajpberJaiu's t'ajn Halm. One application wjll give
you •pile!' and its continued use for a short
time wll> bring about a permanent cure.
For sale by J. W. Culbert, Collegeville, and
M- T Qunslcker, Rahp Station.

Science has proven tbat the moon h a 6 an
atmosphere, which makes life in some form
possible on tbat satellite; but not for human
beings, who have a hard enough time on
this earth of ours; especially those who
don’t know that Electric Ditters cure Head
ache, Biliousness, Malaria, Chills and Fever,
Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Torpid
Liver, IJIdney Complaints, Gens ral Debility
and Feinale Weaknesses. Unequalled as a
general Tonic and Appetizer for w*ak per
sons and especially for the aged. It induces
sound sleep. Fully guaranteed by Joseph
W. Culbert, druggist. Price only ¡jiOc.

Successful Art Work.

The paintings of Mrs. Samuel
Crom, nee Lillian Hobbs, proprie
tress of the Spring Mountain House,
Schwenksville, have recently won
considerable recognition. One of
her pastel designs, “ The Monk,” is
at present being exhibited in Wanamaker’s art department, and she
has just received an order for a re
production of the same subject in
oil colors. Another painting, still
in the artist’s hands, represents the
thought in Longfellow’s lines: “Oh,
holy night, from thee I learned to
bear what man has borne before.”
The subject is portrayed in an
artistic moonlit night scene envel
oping the draped figure of a man.
Mrs. Crum was a student in the
Academy- of the Fine Arts, in
Philadelphia, last winter.
Acetylene G as for Collegeville.

Paragraphs From Yerkes.
Mr. D. C. Gotwals, who is at
present employed in Harrisburg,
was united in the holy bond of mat
rimony to Miss Amy Lourbier last
Wednesday evening, April 18. The
couple have gone on a short trip.
Upon their return they will reside
in their newly furnished home in
Harrisburg.
Miss Elizabeth Detwiler was re
membered by a souvenir post card
surprise in honor of her birthday,
Monday, April 23.
Mr. Woelfel is doing a rushing
business in renovating blankets,
rugs, and other woolen goods, in
his new establishment.
John Willauer has left the employ
of F. W. Gristock, Collegeville, and
is now engaged with John G. Fet
terolf.
The regular meeting of the Cres
cent Literary Society will be held
at the Mennonite schoolhouse next
Saturday evening, April 28. Pro
gram: Recitations—Stella Grimley,
Amy Asbenfelter, Stella Bechtel,
E. L. Detwiler. Readings — Mrs.
Milton Reed, Abram Hunsicker,
Vernon Gotwals. Instrumental so
los—Virgie Kurtz and Tyson Allebach. Vocal solo, Mrs. David Gennaria. Debate—Resolved, That Jap
anese supremacy in the East would
jeopardize the best interests of the
Powers. Affirmative chief, J. El
mer Gotwals; assistant, Ralph JB.
Ashonfelter. Negative chief, How
ard P. Tyson ; assistant, I. C.
Landes.

It is gratifying to be able to say
that an acetylene gas plant for this
borough is an assured fact. The
Collegeville Gas Company, to be
regularly incorporated in the near
future, has placed an order with
the Acetylene Apparatus Manu
facturing Company, of Chicago,
represented by Geo. F. Clamer, of
this borough, for the latest im
proved equipment with a sufficient
capacity for a largely increased
population. The plant, likely to be
located on Fifth avenue, east, is to
be in operation in July. This enter
prise will afford a most excellent
illuminant for street and residence
purposes at a reasonable cost,, and
therefore deserves to be encour
aged by our townspeople. The
Items From Trappe.
introduction of acetylene gas light
will place our' town abreast with
Infant baptism at the Lutheran
other boroughs in the march of im church services next Sunday morn
provement.
ing at 10 o’.clock.
Miss Dora Cook has made her
Double W edding.
home with Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
A matrimonial event of unusual Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Calvin Umstad
interest transpired at the home of
Isaiah H. Deiwiler, Sr. near Iron- entertained Mtf. and Mrs. Matchbridge, last Thursday evening ner and daughter, of Camden, aud
when two young men and two Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Rambo, of Phil
young ladies figured as the chief adelphia, Sunday.
factors at a double wedding. Annie
The little brick church building
M. Detwiler, daughter of lasiah H.
been sold to Elmer Poley, who
Detwiler Sr. was united in wed has
will tear down the structure and
lock to Samuel Coulston of Phila use
the material in his building
delphia, and Isaiah H. Detwiler Jr. operations.
was joined in matrimony to Miss H.
M. H. Keeler is afflicted with sev
Emma Custer, daughter of Mr. and
and Mrs. Martin Custer, of Trappe. eral boils. He thinks one of the
The officiating clergyman was Rev. pests is more than enough, aud
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor of Trinity that Job must have had au awful
church of this borough. The atten experience.
dants of the first couple Were Elmer
Borough Treasurer Riner’s state
H. Detwiler, Of Ironbridge, and ment will be foiind in another col
Miss Bessie Brown, of Norristown. umn, this page.
The second couple were attended
Mr. Heydt, private secretary to
by Herbert S. Detwiler, of Ironbridge, and Miss Lenora Brunner, the Hon. Wayne MacVeagh, was
of Trappe. The flower girls were the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Miss Helen Bader, of Phoenixvllle, Wisler, Sdnday evening.
and Miss Helen Detwiler, of HatThe social held by the Temper
boro. A large number of guests ance Society at the home of Mr. and
witnessed the ceremony and parti Mrs. H. U. Wismer, Thursday eve
cipated in the social amenities of ning, was an entire success. All
the happy occasion.
enjoyed a very pleasant social time
as well as the excellent refresh
ments served.
A Bluff?
The Bell Company is planting
What the Pottstown Blade chooses poles
the road leading from
to regard as a bluff will probably the U.along
materialize as a reality. The Boyer place. E. church to Mr. Poley’s
town and Palm Street Railway Com
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Betolet vis
pany, in the control of the Schuyl
kill Valley Traction Company’s ited Mr. and Mrs. Howard Naremanagement, will not pave a num good, at Greenlane, Sunday.
ber of Pottstown streets from curb
Word has reached here of the
to curb for the privilege of widen death of Mrs. Seanor, wife of G.
ing the tracks of what was formerly W. Seanor, the well known dealer
the Ringing Rocks Company, but in cattle. Mr. Beckman will' con
will instead build a line from a duct the sale of cows and shoats
point in the vicinity of Swamp or at his hotel next Monday, in the ab
Fagleysville to the tracks of the sence of Mr. Seanor.
Trappe and Limerick railway, some
An organ recital will be given to
distance below Pottstown. Sur
veyors, under direction of Superin the public in Augustus Lutheran
tendent and General Manager church on Saturday evening, May
Hoeger, are now engaged in making 5, at 8 o’clock, by A. Gordon Mitch
a survey of the line referred to, and ell, F. I. G. C. M., organist at St.
all present indications are in favor Martin’s-in-the-Field, Philadelphia.
of its construction. And several No admission will be charged. An
Pottstown streets will need to be offering will be taken to defray ex
paved for some years to come, while penses. All lovers of music have
trolleying to Boyertown will be a a treat id store for them.
rather long and circuitous route.
Pottstown Councilmen are following
FROM OAKS.
some very poor advice, and they
will live long enough to see their
Mrs. Frank Highley, of Philadel
blunder.
phia, visited her mother Mrs. Ann
Brower and Mrs. Fannie. Parsons
at the old Brower homestead Thurs
Deafness Cannot be Cored
day.
By local applications, as they cannot reach
John C. Dettfa will furnish the
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is flags for Post 45, G. A. R., Phoenixby con»t!tututlonal remedies. Deafness is ville, to be used for Memorial Day.
caused by an Inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. As Mr. Dettra is in the flag making
When this tube gets inflamed you have a business, he can furnish flags by
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and the groes qt a reasonable figure.
when it is entirely closed Deafness is the re
sult, and unless the inflammation can be He is so far along with the first or
taken out and this tube restored to the nor der fpr flags that he has received an
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed additional prcler for fifteen thousand
forever ; nine cases out of ten are caused by more. With an order for ten thou
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed sand from New York and his regu
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will lar trade he is rushed in the busi
give One Hundred Dollars for any case of
Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can ness, apd Lis buildings are much
not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. too smqll fpr Dim, and bedistributes
8end for circulars, free. F. J. CHENEY the work among tbe families of the
& CO.. Toledo, O.
community, which is a big help all
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. around and gives them a share or

dustry. Mr. Dettra has built up a
big business here and has work all
the year with the exception of a lit
tle slack time in summer.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hagginbotham, of Mont Clare, and Mrs^
Maurice Greger were in Perkiomen,
Thursday. Drove over in Mr.
Hagginbotham’s automobile.
Instead of Buck waiter should
have been Mr. Godshall driver for
Brugger, baker, Collegeville.
Mrs. Albert Kindy visited Phila
delphia on Wednesday.
Dr. Mullison’s niece, Miss Edna
Geisz, of Philadelphia, has been
spending the past few weeks at the
doctor’s home in Green Tree.. The
visit has done much for her health,
which was quite impaired.
William Davis, on M. S. Davis’
farm, met with an accident and dis
located his shoulder. Dr. Mullison
was summoned and he put it in
place again.
Miss Mary Casselberry visited
her summer home in Green Tree on
Tuesday.
It is rather distressing to be
shook out of bed by a quake and
rush out of doors and find the old
earth swaying back and forth, and
no secure footing anywhere, while
tottering walls and timbers are fall
ing around and about you. The
quake and fire was a most appalling
calamity to the city of San Fran
cisco. Terrible to contemplate.
The earth, the older it gets, the
freakier it gets. Even though Cali
fornia is troubled with seismic dis
turbance at all times, such a catastrophy may not happen for many
years to come.
Tbe fact that Spring is on her
way is quite evident, as the trees,
particularly the early fruit trees,
are putting forth buds and blos
soms, tbe grass is fresh and green,
the blue bells in bloom. Garden dig
ging, whitewashing, farmers plow
ing, the old cluck and her annoying
brood of chicks scratching with all
the power and energy of a hay ted
der; the trimming of trees and
vines, the change from tbe bleak
and dreary woodlands now being
clothed in the verdure of Spring.
What a change!
Next Sunday, April 29, at the
children’s missionary meeting of
St. Paul’s church, the three o’clock
evensong service will be addressed
by Mr. Bomberger of Norristown.
The older scholars and their friends
are particularly welcomed to attend
and hear this interesting speaker,
who has been associated with the
Valley Forge chapel and other Sun
day school work.
Offerings for the California suf
ferers were asked by the Bishop,
aod accordingly a collection taken
at the two services held in St.
Paul’s last Sunday aud also the sum
of five dollars from the Sunday
school makes a total thus far from
this parish amounting to over $20,
which amount has been forwarded.
If there are any persons who desire
to give towards the cause through
St. Paul’s church, they can do so by
placing their offering in au envelope
on the alms basin when the regular
offerings next Sunday at either of
the services are taken up. The ad
ditional amounts thus given will be
acknowledged and forwarded by
the accounting warden of the parish.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Price and
daughter of CamdeD, N. J., are vis
iting his mother and sister.
Miss Leila Price was given a sur
prise, Saturday evening, and fortyfive or fifty of her friends called to
spend the evening with her.
Love Feast and the celebration of
the Lord’s Supper will be held in
the Green Tree church this Satur
day evening, beginning at 5 o’clock.
Rev. J. T. Meyers will preach next
Sunday.
Frank Fox, of Norristown, was
the guest of Wallace Rambo, Sun
day.
"One of the most important men in
our community is the barber, as
everybody misses him. ^ Miss a
hair cut, a shave.
Rev. Mr. Martin, of Harrisburg,
preached to the congregation of the
Green Tree church, Sunday. His
theme was prayer. To not be only
constant in prayer, but true aod
sincere in your purpose. Said of
the man who was so full of business
he bad no time to pray. Such an
one had more business than God in
tended him to have.
Elder J. T. Meyers was in town
Thursday and administered the
rites of baptism to several candi
dates.
Maxim Gorky if a great writer is
not much of au improvement to the
society, morality and general make
up of a country such as ours. He’s
a maxim without the meaning of the
word.
Magnolias are in bloom iu the
yard adjoiuing the residence of
Mrs. Ellis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Asbenfelter,
of Norristown, visited Miss Leila
Price over Sunoay.
Mr. Brugger, the Collegeville
baker, ran a nail in his foot, and for
said cause we were short on dough
nuts down this way Saturday. Hope
he will be able to attend to duty
shortly.
Samuel Jacobs, of Phoenixville,
will taka -charge of Mr. Bechtel’s
business as agent for the Prudential
Life Insurance Company, vice Bech
tel transferred to newer fields.
The section hands of the Schuyl
kill Valley Division of the Peuua.
R. R. have been put back to full
time again. Whether that is a sign
that the coal strike will be settled
shortly, may be taken as evidence.
The terrible calamity which befell
San Francisco is the chief topic of
the day, and the coal strike and the
other questions that rule the hour
are set aside for the time.
Mrs. Jeannette Isenbrey visited
Mrs. Mary Stoll and Laura Stoll of
Phoenixville was a visitor also.
Mrs. Mary Shunk visited Green
Tree, Sunday.
Mrs. John B. Dettra remarked
her mother never missed attending
services the Sunday before Lqve
Feast, and we noticed several mem
bers who live at a distance in at
tendance Sunday.
Human Blood Marks.

FEEDING THE LAND.

Caught Cold While Hunting a Burglar.

After the home resources in the
enrichment of the soil have been ex
hausted it is time to turn to com
mercial fertilizers to supply defici
encies. It is a very simple matter
to spread around the tree each year
the contents of a few fertilizer bags.
This is much easier than spreading
several loads of manure or sowing
and plowing under a green manure
crop. It takes less time and less
worry. Hence many people who
own a few fruit trees come to rely
upon commercial fertilizers alone,
neglecting the other sources of fer
tility that have been mentioned.
This is a great mistake.
The home fruit grower should
use commercial fertilizers to sup
plement — not to replace—tillage,
green manures and barnyard ma
nures. Some fruit gardens, like
some farms, are fertilizer sick.
They have been dosed with large
quantities of high-grade fertilizers,
but the humus content of the soil
has not been kept up. If fertilizers
are used, and usually they must be,
let them be in conjunction with ma
nuring. The purchaser of com
mercial fertilizers is in the way of
many pitfalls, for some fertilizers,
like breakfast foods, are not as
nourishing as the advertisement
suggests, aud they are very fre
quently used without definite
knowledge of what the soil needs or
what they contaiD.

Mr. Wm. Thofi. Lanorgan, provincial Con*
stable at Cbaplean, Ontario, says : “I cangbt
a severe cold while hunting a burglar in tbe
forest swamp last fall. Hearing of Cham
berlain’s Cough Remedy, I tried it, and after
using two small bottles, I was completely
cured.” This remedy is Intended especially
for cougbs and colds. It will loosen and re
lieve a severe cold in less time than by any
other treatment and is a favorite wherever
its snperior excellence has become known.
For sale by J. W. Culbert, Collegeville, and
M. T. H nnsicker, Rahn Station.

FRESH COWS !
Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
APRIL 27, 1906, at Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel, one carload of fresh cows direct
from Perry county. This is a lot of well
selected cows; much better than the last
load. They are of good size, well shaped
and big milk and butter producers. Also
one stock bull. Sale at 2 o’clock. Condi
tions by
F. H. BERNHISEL.
L. H.Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.
pUBLIC SALE OF

nnual , m ee t in g .

The annual meeting of tbe members
A
of the Perkiomen Valley Mutual Eire In

FRESH COWS!

surance Company of Montgomery County
LOT OF SHOATS !
will be held at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
Collegeville, on MONDAY, MAY 7, 1906,
&
a t one o’clock p. m. An election for thir
teen managers for tbe ensuing year will be
Will be sold a t public sale, on MONDAY,
held between the hours of 1 and 3 p. m.
APRIL 30, 1906, at Beckman’s Hotel,
Trappe, 20 fresh cows, all with calves by
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
their sides, and 150 shoats and pigs, from
Indiana county, where the best hogs are
raised.
The, cows are good-sized and
o t ic e i n o tice i
and will show you milk and butter
All persons who trespass upon the young
to your entire satisfaction on
Glenwood Sanitarium grounds will be qualities
day of sale. Gentlemen, don’t miss this
prosecuted according to law.
opportunity
to get stock—the kind that
S. C. JOHNSON, Manager.
will make you money. Sale at 2 o’clock
p. m. Conditions by
GEO. W. SEANOR.
o st .
On February 28, between Spring City W. M. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
and Evansburg, a nutt and oil cup com
bined, from my white hearse. Finder will j p U B L I C S A L E O F
please notify me and receive reward.
J. K. KIMES, Undertaker,
.
Spring City, Pa.
FRESH COWS!

N

L

.
For sale cheap, a milk route through
M
Evansburg and CollegevUle. Apply to
il k r o u t e f o r sa l e

Will be sold a t public sale on FRIDAY,
MAY 4, 1906, a t Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
30
fresh cows, with cows and springers,
R. D. 1.
direct from Centre county. Gentlemen, I
will have a lot of good cows for you to
bid on and buy; the kind I always try to
7IOK SALE.
bring to please you. In size, shape and
■ A parlor stove—double heater, and a milk and butter qualities they are right
set of surrey harness. Apply at
up to tbe mark. Remember the date and
BLACKSMITH SHOP,
tne opportunity to get just what you
4-19.
Near Perkiomen Bridge. want. Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions bv
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. A. H. Robison, clerk.
THE HOME AND THE GOVERN
o r sa le.
Good-will and stock and fixtures of
MENT.
a first-class oyster and eating house.
ook o u t f o b l im e r ic k
The questions which are settled' Good reason for selling. Address
Public bale of
J. C. WARD,
at tbe ballot box are questions
407 Marshall St., Norristown, Pa.
W. D. HALLMAN,
Collegeville, Pa.

I

F

L

which concern every home, and
they are not merely questions of
banking and currency and tariff.
Pure food, pure waj«r, pure milk,
clean streets, proper protection
against disease, proper protection
of the rights of children, good
schools, gopd influences and sur
roundings in which to bring up
children—all these are questions of
government, all these specially con
cern women, and all these are settied through the ballot box. While
banking and currency and tariff and
other commercial questions specifi
cally touch man’s side of life and
need his bfain and his interest and
his vote for their solution, these
other questions specially touch
woman’s side of life and need her
brain and her interest and her vote
for their best solution. The state
is but the borne on a larger scale.
It is a one-sided, imperfect home
which has no woman in it, and it of
necessity must tie a one-sided, im
perfect state which shuts women
out from participation in its affairs.
The interests which men specially
care for in the individual home are
well cared for in the state; the in
terests which women specially care
for in the individual home are neg
lected in the state. We lead the
world in manufacturing, but 15 per
cent, of the food we eat is adulter
ated ; we have a great navy and are
ready to appropriate untold millions
for a canal to aid commerce, but the
census of 1900 showed that 10.7 per
cent, of our population could not
read or write, and in our great
cities thousands of children are
every year turned away from the
schools because there are neither
seats nor teachers for them. If all
the interests of life are to be well
cared for, women must stand side
by side with men in the larger
home of tbe state as now they stand
side by side with men in the smaller
home of the household.
«
SECURITIES..—B on d s an d
H
stocks bought and sold. If you desire to
ig h

kaue

in v e st m e n t

make an investment call and consult our
list. .

J. C. LANDES,

Room: 412.

Norristown Trust Building.
4-26

HARTER NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that an ap
C
plication will be made to the Governor of

the State of Pennsylvania» on MONDAY,
MAY 21, A. D. 1906, by I. M. Schellinger,
W. L. Latshaw, William J. Ralston, S. B.
Latshaw, A. T. Keeley, H. E. Campbell»
S. H. Egolf, John H. Mansur, George
Lewin, J. H. Johnson, A. A. Murray and
C. F. McKee, under the Act of Assembly
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
entitled “An act to provide for the incor
poration and regulation of certain cor
porations,n approved April 29, 1874, and
the supplements thereto, for the charter
of an Intended corporation to be called
THE ROYERSFORD IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY, the character and object of
which is tbe purchase and sale of reh.1
estate, or for holding, improving, leasing
and selling real estate, and for these pur
poses to have and possess and enjoy all
the rights, benefits and privileges of the
said Act of Assembly ana its supplements.
H. L. SHOMO, Solicitor,
Royersford, Pa.

R

e p o r t o f o a y id r e i n e r ,

Treasurer o f tlie Borough of
Trappe, for the year ending
March 3,1906.

GENERA!* FUND.
Total amouut of duplicate,
Penalty,
Deduct abatements,
** collector's fees,
“ unpaid taxes,
“ exonerations,

$1252 59
3 69
$1266 28

$50 91
29 17
41 16
63— $121 77

$1134 51
Last year’s balance,
$190 90
Outstanding tax less exoner.,
81 83
Liquor license,
240 00
Rebate on Uquor license,
36 00
Foreign Corporation tax,
73
Automobile fine,
10 00
Schuylkill Valley Traction Co., 100 00
Hell Telephone Co.,
19 60
Burial permits,
2 00—$ 680 46
$1814 97
D IS B U R S E M E N T S .

Street Commissioner,
Frioting,
Filing statement,
Crusned stone,
Iron pipe,
Interest on loan,
Sinking fund,
Labor on street,
Lumber, merchandise, &c.,
Blacksmith,
Storing road machine,
Office rent, fuel and light,
Salaries and audit,
J?*ield stone and quarry leave,

$106 40
4 00
1 00
159 71
63 20
324 00
300 00
416 14
24 25
3 35
2 00
11 oo
76 00
25 73—$1536 78

Carriages and Harness!

.
A brick house, and lot 70x185 feet, in
Ironbridge. The house is in good order;
new fence around lot. This property is
nicely located and will be sold at a bar
gain, if sold at once. For particulars, ad
dress
I. P. WILLIAMS,
4-26.
Ironbridge, Pa.

F

or sale

o r sale.
A double brick house on
Sixth avenue, Collegeville. ThefSfj,|
bouse is most substantially built ■***[
and in first-class repair, and in all” *1*1
respects is a very attractive and desirable
home. For particulars address
H. W. SPARE,
3-8.
65 Broadway, New York.

F

N

LIME FOR S A L E !

FOR SALE I

New $6.50 Swings selling at
$3.50 as long as they laHt. They
are the coutents o f a Swing
Factory, and great bargains.
Also 50$0 feet o f yellow pine
wainscoting, lot o f sash, and
doors.
W. H. KNEA8,
367 E. Airy St., Norristown, Pa.
Keystone ’Phone, 142.
EEO CORN AND TOMATO
PI,ANTS.-»- Farmers who intend
to raise vegetables for the Collegeville
Cannery can purchase Stowell’s Evergreen
Seed Corn a t W. H. Gristock’s Sons’ feed
store, Collegeville, and tomato plants at
tbe residence of Chas. F. Haas, Skippack,
after May 1. Price, 10 cents per hundred.
A. T. ALLEBACH, Secretary.

S

----- 7------------- ;----------ANTED.
An experienced cook at the County
w
Home. Apply to
J. F. VOORHEES, Steward.
Box 300, Royersford, Pa.
ANTED.
W
I want to buy some good paying
business, or become interested in same—

either manufacturing or commercial—in
Collegeville or in any of the surrounding
towns or villages. State particulars and
address
P. WALLIS,
3941 Reese St., Philadelphia, Pa.

RESO U RCES.

MEN,
I KON
body

FARMERS, Every

TAKE NOTICE!
We will load iron on the cars at the
Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa., on
FRIDAY and SATURDAY, MAY 4 and
5,1906, and will pay the following prices:
Rod iroiij 50 and 52%c. perh’d; cast steel,
stove, chilled iron .mixed, 40 to 45c. per
h’d; mixed brass, 8 to 9c. lb.; copper, 10
to 12c.; zinc and lead, 3 to 4c.; tinfoil, 15
to 18c.; Babbit or similar metal, 6 to 10c.;
rubber boots and shoes, 5c. lb.; wringers,
bicycle and buggy tires, 3 to 4c. lb.; old
mixed rags, white and eolored, lc. lb.; old
white, separate, 1 to l)^c.; tailor white
striped goods, 2c. lb.; tailor woolen and
cotton rags, 3 to 4c. lb.; old carpet rags,
2 to 3c.; old bags, 25c. h’d; wornout car
pets, Jf[c. lb.; old rope, lc. lb.; rubber hose
lc. lb.; dark chicken feathers. 2 to 3c. lb.;
white chicken feathers, 8 to 9c. lb. We
pay the highest prices for old feather beds
and duck and geese feathers, according to
quality. Turkey feathers, 3 to 9c. lb:
newspapers and books, 15c. h’d; bones,
40 to 50c. h’d.
BARNEY RUBIN & SON.
P. S.—We will not buy rags, rubber, or
metals from any minors, without written
request from parents or guardians.

COLLE GE V ILLE

(U tttH IIS

Our patrons and friends are in
ANTED.
vited to inspect onr stock o f
White girl to do general house Seeds, Plants, etc,, and will find them
work. Apply to
W. C. STETLER,
6100 Ridge Avenue, Roxboro, Phila., Pa. better than in previous years. It
is a mistake to judge by prices, without see
ing the article. Compare the quality
ANTED.
Good girl or woman for house' of our plants, etc., before buying else
work. Two in, family. Wages, $4 per where, and.be convinced that the best
week. Apply to
IDA Z. ANDERSON JONES (M. D.) is the cheapest. We have tbe following
now ready :
214 Gay St., Phoenixville, Pa.
Doz. 100 1000
Early Cabbage Plants,
e l p w anted.
4 kinds, transplanted,
.10 .65 $5.00
A man and wife to do gardening
Cabbage Plants, 4 kinds
and housework. The man must be a good Early
not transplanted,
.08 .50 3 50
gardener and the wife a -first-class cook. Lettuce
Plants, 4 kinds .06 .35 2.00
Good wages. Apply to
Seed Potatoes, choice kinds, that we
S. C. JOHNSON,
recommend. Try them.
s-12.
Glenwood, Collegeville, Pa.
Beady April 25.
TOMATO PLANTS, transplanted, 15c. to
ANTED.
A young man with one or two 20c. per doz.; $1.00 to $1.25 per 100.
RED BEET PLANTS, early, 6c. per doz.;
years’ experience, in a carriage paint shop.
40c. per 100.
Chance for advancement. Apply to
PEPPER PLANTS, transplanted, 18c. to
F. R. ALBRIGHT,
Black Horse Carriage Works. 20c. per doz.; 11.00 to $1.25 per 100.
EGG PLANTS, transplanted, 25c. to 30c.
R. D. No. 2, Norristown.
4-12.
per doz.; $1.75 to $2.00 per 1.00.
We have over 150,000 Vegetable Plants
ANTED.
now growing, and more to follow. Other
A steady single man for general plants quoted later. COME AND SEE OUR
farm work; one who can handle a team. SPRING DISPLAY. Send for price list,
Good wages. Apply to
free to all,
JONAS A. CASSEL,
LAWN GRASS and WHITE CLOVER
Manager Erdenheim Farm.
SEEDS should be sown now.
Chestnut Hill, Pa.
4-12.
Try our Sweet Peas and Nasturtiums. A
full stock of Garden Seeds, of the verv best
kinds, and thousands of Geraniums, Roses,
s t a t e n o tice i
Estate of Mary Ann Gristock, late Verbenas, and other bedding plants, in fine
shape.
of Upper Providence township, MontgomAll orders by mall and those left with the
ery county, Pa., deceased. Letters testa
mentary having been granted the under Collegeville and Greenlane Bakers will re
signed, all persons indebted to said estate ceive prompt attention.
are requested to make immediate payment
and those having legal claims to 'present H O R A C E ZElIIM ZIB^r
the same without delay to
Seedsman, Florist and Grower of
JANE ELIZABETH GRISTOCK,
Vegetable Plants,
Executrix,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
4-26
Trappe, Pa. 4-12.
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SALE!
.
Estate of James W. Keel, late of F Twenty shoats, finely bred; 10 sows,
E
Upper Providence township, Montgomery with pigs; 3 boars; 15 cows, some fresh,
s t a t e n o tice

E

st a t e n o t ic e .

Estate of Anna M. Kendall, late of
217 63 Trappe,
Montgomery county, deceased.

Unpaid taxes,
$ 41 16
From general account,
278 19
Bond fund.
217 63—$ 536 98
Bonded indebtedness, $8,500.
We, the auditors of the Borough of Trappe,
have examined the above accounts and find
them corroct.
HOWARD RUSHONG,
J. W. WISLER,
S Auditors
H. D. ALLEBACH,

tlie Best Gold Coin Need
PTheLANT
I’otHtoea—$1 Per Bushel.
seed from which these potatoes was

F

404 74

v> 89—$ 717 63
500 00

30 new wagons of all kinds. 30 sets of
harness by Lapp. At Kline’s hotel, Lim
erick, on SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1906.
We will have a fine assortment of harness
of all kinds in use; also rubber and steel
tire fallingtops and runabouts, two-seat
surries in various styles, market and milk
wagons. Everything will be sold abso
lutely to the highest bidders. Old wagons
taken in exchange. Come-for bargains.
Sale at 2 p. m., sharp.
W. H. ROSENBERRY,
H. B. LAPP.

grown was obtained last year in Northern
New York at a cost of $2 per bushel, the
o r sa l e .
price nqw demanded by all seedsmen. Dur
A brick bouse on Third ave
ing growth they were frequently sprayed
nue, Collegeville, with 9 rooms'
with Bordeaux mixture and are abso
lutely free from blight or ret. The Gold
and bath-room, in first-class re
Coin, it is conceded, excels all others in
pair. Steam beater in basement.
Frame stable, chicken house, pigeon loft, quality.
B. F. EVES,
Fircroft, Collegeville.
etc. About fifty choice fruit trees in prime
of bearing. For further particulars, call
ou or address
W. M. UNDERCOFFLER,
o t ic e to f a r m e r s .
4-26.
Collegeville, Pa.
The Collegeville Canning Company
will take all the corn and tomatoes
brought to tbe factory in a marketable
condition during the canning season. The
Company will pay $9 a ton for the toma
The varieties that will be used are
I have «reeled a large storage toes.
Stowell’s Evergreen Corn and the Stone
tank and am always ready to Tomato. Growers must be careful not to
fill orders for the best quality plant corn near field corn to avoid cross
ing. The tomato seed is now on sale at
o f lime.
Gristock’s feed store, and the seed corn
B. I. LATSHAW,
will be on sale sale in ample time. It is
Royersford, Pa, desired by the Company that farmers of
the community will take advantage of the
Fifth Ave. below Chestnut St.
raising of those vegetables, as more can be
realized than by growing any other farm
crop.
A. T. ALLEBACH, Secretary.

county, deceased. Letters testamentary
having been granted the undersigned, all
persons indebted to said estate are re
quested to make immediate payment, and
those having legal claims to present the
same without delay to
TEANNA KEEL, Executrix,
Balance in Treasurer’s hands,
$ 278 19
Royersford K. F. D. No. 8.
BON D AOCQUNT.
Or her agent, Henry. W. Kratz, Norris
Received from general account, $3Q0 00
town, Pa.
3-29

Balance from last year*
Interest on deposits,
A tale of liqrror was told by marks of hu Paid Bond No 4,

man blood In the home of J. W, Williams, a
'■Well known merchant of Bac, Ky. He
writes : “ Twenty years ago I hud severe
hemorrhages of the lungs, and was near
death When I began taking Dr. King’s New
Discovery. It completely cured me and I
hsve remained well ever since.” It oures
Hemorrhages, Chronic Coughs, Settled
Colds and Bronohitis, and is the only known
oure for Weak Lungs. Every bottle guar
anteed by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist. 50c.
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

jp U B L I C SA L E O F

Letters testamentary on the above estate
having been granted the undersigned, all
persons indebted to said estate are re
quested to make immediate payment, and
those having legfll claims, to present the
same without delay to
WILLIAM McHARG, Executor,
Trappe, Pa.
Or his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris
town, Pa.
4-4.

ob

others fat; 200 chickens, 2 fine mules, 5 h.
p. engine, 7 h. p. boiler, steam milk sepa
rator, new butter churn, butter worker.
Other articles useful to farmers. Apply
to
B. ALBRICI, Woxall, Pa.
Near Salford Station, Perk. R. R.
ANTED.
By Chicago wholesale and mail or
der house, assistant manager (man or
woman) for this county and adjoining
territory. Salary 120 and expenses paid
weekly; expense money advanced. Wcrk
pleasant; position permanent. No invest
ment or experience required. Spare time
valuable. Write a t once for full particu
lars and enclose self-addressed envelope.
SUPERINTENDENT,
3-15.
132 Lake St., Chicago, HI..

W

TOUR Fosters Printed at
CrYj ETtbe
independent Office.
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SOME FAMOUS WOMEN
BEAUTIES WHO HAVE FIGURED IN
THE FATE OF NATIONS.
T ile P o w e r a n d th e T r a g ic E n d in g
o f H e n r ie tta S tu a rt a n d Mme. do
P o m pad o n r—tio a ls a o f P r u ss ia , W h o
W e n S ile s ia P r o m N apoleon .

Just because we advertise seasonable goods
Id their season, one must not overlook the
fact that we sell

Hardware All the Year Round,
Whenever you want a lock or a hook or a
handle or a spring, or any of the thousand
and one things classed as hardware, remem
ber this is the place to come to.
Everything In Hardware« Cut
lery and Tools.

TheI.I.BenjammCo.
PH<ENIXVI1XE, PA.
J. P. STETLER, Manager.

HOLD ON THERE!
Be careful not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
We may save you a dollar or two, also.
Come and see us.

W. H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Eight Lines of Effort Successfully Followed
By This Compan

— IT —
Allows Interest on Deposils.
Insures Title to Real Estate.
Executes Trusts.
Issues
Bonds o f Suretyship.
——— —— ——— —
— ————~
Rents Boxes In Bnrglar - Proof
Vault.
Loans Money on Mortgage and
Collateral.
Takes Charge o f Real Estate.
Issues Letters o f Credit.

Norristown Trust Co.
Main and EsKalb Sts.

-L O T

O F -

SECOND-HAND

4W *
F O R

S A L E
-A T —

Y O S T ’S L I V E R Y
c o l l e g e v ii .ee , p a .

Two Gears for Farm Wagons,
Several Second-hand buggies,
One Buggy with Pneumatic Tires,
Also a New Top Buggy and a Runabout.

HENRY YOST, JR.
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.

D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M

FR AN K W . SHALKOP,
(Successor to John S. Kepler,)

Undertaker ■<* Embalmer
T R A P P E , PA .

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
as undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
13^ Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2

It is curious that no picture gallery
has ever been made of the beautiful
women who have Influenced history.
Prom the days of the great Egyptian
queen many a dull page of history has
been lighted up by some fair face that
has brought a little human interest Into
the dry and cold calculations of kings
and politicians.
Antony was not the last politician
whose course was Influenced by beau
ty. Think of the beautiful Louisa of
jPrussia Jesting with Napoleon for a
kingdom. “I knew that I was to sea
the most-beautiful queen in existence,”
said Napoleon to Talleyrand after a
banquet given In her honor, "but I
have found the most beautiful queen
and at the same time the most Inter
esting woman In the world.” And Lou
isa had won from him the restoration
of Silesia.
It is said, Indeed, that she laughingly
offered him a rose In exchange for the
fortress of Magdeburg, but Napoleon
,was one of the Iron men of the world.
He kept the flower—and Magdeburg.
A book of "Beautiful Women,” by
lHallett Hyatt, has pictures of some of
the most beautiful women that have
ever lived, and Mrs. Steuart Eraklne
has gathered their romantic stories.
One comes upon a picture qf Elisa
Farren, the actress, who began life by
playing childish parts In a strolling
company and advanced to fame In Lon
don as Miss Hardcastle In “She Stoops
to Conquer.” She beoame a favorite In
society and married the twelfth Lord
Derby, when she “lived happily ever
after,” taking her place a t court and
In society. No barriers are Insurmount
able to the career of beauty.
Here Is the picture of “Madame,” the
beautiful Henrietta Stuart, youngest
daughter of Charles I., who married
the Duke of Orleans. The features
seem hard and the expression some
what cold and stately. She would ap
pear a woman more of brain than ten
derness. In reality she had a sparkling
wit, with that wonderful gift of per
sonal magnetism—“All men loved and
most women adored her,”-wrote a gal
lant Frenchman ir/hls memoirs.
Life In the French court was a con
tinual round of pleasure, and the days
were passed In ballets and theatricals.
In the morning madame would drive
out with her ladies, to be escorted on
their return by King Louis XIY. and
his court on horseback. After supper
they would all drive out, accompanied
by Lulli’s violins, to watch the moon
light on the w ater and talk the moon
shine of lovers.
Five years later madame was the
king’s trusty adviser and the only me
dium of communication between him
and her brother, Charles II. It was in
the spring of 1670 that she brought
about that secret treaty of Dover that
made Charles a Roman Catholic and
plunged England into war with Hol
land.
That was the summit of madame’s
power. The sequel was ghastly and
dramatic. A few weeks later she was
a t S t Cloud In the flush of high spirits
a t her success. A glass of Iced chicory
water was brought at her request, and
she drank It off qUickly. Five minutes
later madatne was no more. All the
power of her fascination and beauty
was ended by a secret poison.
As the pages are turned the portrait
of a lady In a brocaded dress appears,
a face with a very deep forehead and
expressionless Ups. This Is the famous
Mme. de Pompadour. Her birth was
very bumble Indeed, but she came In
the way of Louis XV.', who gave her
unlimited Influence till she became a
recognized power In Europe. For
many years she conducted the foreign
policy of France, Interviewing ambas
sadors and treating with kings. Re
buffed by Frederick the Great, this
amazing woman made overtures to
Marla Theresa of Austria to divide his
kingdom between them, and, sitting In
her summer house, she gayly arranged
with a couple of diplomats the reparti
tion of Europe.
Moreover, but for the freedom she
gave to her personal likes and dislikes,
it Is not Improbable that she would
have accomplished some of the less
wild of her schemes. Her dramatic
end has often been told. In the midst
of a discussion on affairs of state, as
she sat rouged and powdered in her
chair, the cure who was with her rose
to go. She detained him. “One mo
ment, M. le Cure,” she said, “we will
take our departure together.” And a
few minutes later the beautiful diplo
matist was dead.
The portrait of the unlucky Marie
Antoinette, frank, qneenly, superb, of
whom Burke rapturously wrote, “Glit
tering like the morning star, full of life
and splendor and joy,” Is here too. Re
call her life at the Petit Trianon, that
^miniature palace with the Corinthian
pillars, where she wandered about un
attended and no one rose a t her appfoaeh. I t Is always grimly pathetic
the one French queen who a little
Cal ftlled the part that we have been
TXght to expect from a queen should
kAtve been sacrificed to the mad rage
of the revolution.
Angelica Kanffman was the child of
a Tyrolese peasant, who made her way
by the force of her artistic gifts as
well as her beauty. She was one of the
original members of the Royal academy. Like many a beautiful woman
iwbo never becomes famous, she was
'married secretly to an adventurer who
¡passed himself off as Count Frederick
|de Horn. Too late she discovered that
¡he had bee; a footman to that person
and no more, and for some ten years
¡she was blackmailed by this adven
turer,—Washington Post.

DESTRUCTION OF POMPEII,
S o r te d

THE BEST HARNESS
HADE TO ORDER.
Full stock of harness supplies, s
bridles, boats, blankets for summc
winter, stable brooms, combs, brush
REPAIRING OF HARNESS a special
Also choice grade cigars. Special
tion to box trade.

W . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA*
ROOK BINDERY. Bin
N
Job Ruling, Perlor*ttng. Paging, Nut
o r r i s t o w n

h e r

ing, Blank Books for Banks aud Bui
Houses, given special attention. Mags
bound and repairing done quickly
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furni
Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Propriei

So D e ep T h a t I t W a i
F o r S ix te e n C en tu rie s.

L o st

When one hears of a burled city It Is
very difficult to realize what it can
look like—still more so to realize how a
city can be burled so deep as to be ut
terly lost and the place of It know It
no more for sixteen centuries. Yet
this Is what happened to Pompeii and
Herculaneum, Stabiae and Retina and
thirteen other cities of the plain on
the ninth day before the calends of
September, In the first year of the
reign of the Emperor Titus. Thus It
was when Pompeii was burled. When
next the sun shone into her streets
George III. was king of England. Six
teen years before the burial of the
city an earthquake had done so much
mischief that the ruin was not yet
quite restored, but Mount Vesuvius
had been quiet ever since. The 24th
of August was a terribly hot day.
Most of the people were in the am
phitheater at a wild beast fight when
they saw a strange cloud rise from
Vesuvius. It seemed like a pine tree.
The trunk rose up high Into the heav
ens and then spread out In branches—
some white, some dull and spotted—
until, slowly detaching themselves
from the parent trunk, they began to
darken the sky. Pliny the elder, over
at Misenum, was reading; In his study
when his sister came In to tell him of

this strange cloud. He ordered a ngnt
galley to be got ready, and as he was
coming out with his tablets In his
band ready to note down all he saw
the mariners belonging to the galleys
at Retina came up to Implore of him
to go to their help.
By the time Pliny got there with his
galleys the ashes were falling thicker
every instant Then came broken and
blackened stones and pumice. Vast
fragments were rolling down the
mountain, and the sea had suddenly
retreated. The pilot was for putting
back, but the undaunted old philoso
pher admiral would not go back. “For
tune,” he said, “favors the brave.” Ev
erybody knows something about the
rest and how the poor old gentleman,
being weakly and asthmatic, was suf
focated by a sudden outburst of flames
and sulphur fumes. In that awful
darkness, when the sudden rush of
flames was the only light which pierc
ed the dense smoke, the fields were full
of terrified people fleeing they knew
not whither. It is true that the de
struction was not Instantaneous, and
a great number of the inhabitants sav
ed their lives, and even took away a
good deal of their treasure, but It is es
timated that at least 200,000 persons
were entombed In Pompeii, Hercula
neum and the other cities of the plain.

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
I t Isn’t a good thing to repeat half
you hear.
There Is only one way to raise a
child—as If It belonged to some one
else.
A fool doesn’t envy you because you
are smart; a fool never knows be is a
fool.
A man who knows be does not de
serve confidence has very little confi
dence In other people.
It Is enough to make today act mean
the manner in which every one slights
It In looking forward to tomorrow.
There is one reward no man seems
to be In a great burry to get to, and
that is the reward piled up for him in
beaven.
It seems that to exaggerate your
blessings is looking on tbe bright side,
but tbat to exaggerate your troubles Is
plain lying.
D o Y o n G et Up E a r i r f

I t is not healthy in any country, at
any season of tbe year or at any time
of life, to get up early habitually. The
old are better rested by lying late,
even If not asleep, while the young re
quire all the sleep they can g e t In all
latitudes, in warm weather, the morn
ing air, although feeling cool and
fresh, Is laden with the pestiferous
miasma. In winter the atmosphere be
fore breakfast Is so cold and chilly
and searching th at It fairly shrivels up
man and b east chilling to tbe very
marrowbone sometimes; hence tbe av
erage duration of human life would be
increased and the amount of sickness
largely diminished by late rather than
early rising, as all the older nations
full well know and practice.—Ex
change.
E q u a l t o th e O ccasion .

A lady entering her kitchen one
morning saw a knife, fork and plate
as well as the remains of a rabbit pie.
Suspecting that a certain policeman
had supped at her expense, she ques
tioned the maid. ’“Jane,” she said,
“what has become of tbe cold rabbit
pie?” “I gave It to the dog, mum,” re
plied Jane. "Does tbe dog use a knife
and fork, then?” demanded tbe mis
tress. “Not very well yet, mum,” said
Jane, quite unabashed, “but I’m teach
ing him to.”—London Telegraph.
P e d e s tr ia n .

“Do you understand the meaning of
the word ‘pedestrian?’ ”
“Yes, sir. A pedestrian Is a man who
stands on the curb and watches the an
tes go by and wonders how he’ll ever
get across the street in time for his 6
o’clock dinner.” — Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
F o n d o f Cabbafre.

“Where’d you get th at half dollar?”
“Papa gave It to me.”
“What for!”
“I left my rabbit In the bouse all
night and It ate that box of cigars
mamma gave him.”—Houston Post.
Generosity often clasps bands with
extravagance, while economy some
times walks shoulder to shoulder with
avarice.

SALT METHODS. ’
In th e M arshes o f t b e K u n g o a n d nt
U tah 's G r e a t L u k e ,

One of the sights of the Great Sait
lake of Utah, developed by the prog
ress of scientific Industry, Is the sys
tem of Immense salt making ponds on
the shore of the lake. At Saltalr the
lake water is pumped Into a great set
tling basin, where the impurities fall
to the bottom and, containing much
Iron, form a reddish deposit. From
this basin the w ater is drawn off Into
“harvesting ponds” averaging 90,000
square yards In area and six Inches in
depth. The ponds are kept supplied
with water, as the evaporation goes on
from May to September, when tbe salt
harvest begins. The water having dis
appeared, a dazzling layer of salt two
or three Inches thick Is found covering
the bottom of the ponds, which Is bro
ken up with plows before being con
veyed to the mills, where the final
crushing and winnowing are done.
In general the salt marshes of the
Kongo region represent a kind of pock
et or rift In the soil. They are to be
found in considerable numbers in tbe
district of Sambalt, and there are also
many of these marshes on the left
bank of tbe river Lufubu. The walls
of the rift show first a layer of black
ish clay mixed with sand and contain
ing numerous quartz and sllex peb
bles or more exceptionally black and
white shells, fragments of oyster and
mussel. Then comes a layer of strati
fied and gray blue schist. Tbe soil of
tbe depression also contains schist as
the greater constituent and Is covered
by a layer of sandy clay. In order to
collect the salt the natives dig a fun
nel shaped hole from six to ten feet
deep. The cavity soon fills up with a
warm and clear water, which Is
strongly charged with salt. I t comes
up with considerable pressure, and the
liquid seems to boll. Tbe salt Is partly
precipitated at the bottom of the cav
ity and mixes with tbe soil to form a
blackish mud. Tbe latter Is washed
out with hot water to extract the salt,
which Is then crystallized from the so
lution. The product which Is thus ob
tained Is of a salty gray color, and Its
taste is more alkaline than that of Eu
ropean salt.

lowing extr'.rt tram old postomee rec
ords testifies: ‘Fifteen couple of hounds
“ TEM SE” AND “ THAMES."
going to the king of Romans with a
Complete Assortment.
Correct Styles,
Lowest Prices.
free pass, two maidservants going as O r ig in o f th e S a y in g A b o n t S e ttin g
th e R iv e r on F ir e .
laundresses to my Lord Ambassador
Sometimes when a person wants to
Methuen, Dr. Crichton, carrying with
him a cow and divers necessaries; make an unpleasant remark in a pleas
three suits of clothes for some noble ant sort of way about a dull boy lie
man’s lady at the court of Portugal, will say, “That boy will never set the
^ ”11©isn’t g©t better clothes anywhere else, nor as good for so
two bales of stockings for the use of river on fire.” Now, that Is all very
little money. To-day we will sell more Clothing for Men, Young
the ambassador to the crown of Portu true, for even'the sm artest man In the
Men, and Boys, than all the other store* put together. We will do
gal, a deal case with four flitches of world could never set a stream of wa
this because men know that
bacon for Mr. Pennington of Rotter ter on fire, and so perhaps many of
dam.’
1. Our Clothes are Correct, 8tylish and Thoroughly Satisfactory.
you who have heard this expression
“This form of abuse died when tbe have wondered w hat is meant by set
2. Our Assortment of Fabrics and Patterns is by far the largest in town.
postofflee stable underwent a purifica ting the river on fire.
3. Oor Priees are positively and decidedly below those of any other store.
tion, but It speedily gave place to an
In England many, many years ago,
4. You owe it to yourself to look into our window before you buy, to satisfy yourself
other variety. Members signed packets before the millers had machinery for
of letters wholesale, gave them away sifting flour, each family was obliged
M what we say are facts.
to their friends and sometimes paid to sift Its own flour. For doing this
Meu’s Suits, elsewhere they’d be 312.00 and 113 50, 910.00. 26 styles to choose
their servants’ wages In franked en it was necessary to use a sieve, called
from. Single and double-breasted sacks of Worsteds, Cheviots, Cassimers and Serges.
W
velopes. In fact, they became a valua a temse, which was so fixed that it
Men’s Suits, elsewhere they’d be $15.00 and $16.50, 912.00. 86 styles to choose
ble form of currency, subject to the art could be turned round and round in
W from. Single or double-breasted sacks, mostly in Fancy Worsteds, in dark gray effect«.
of tbe forger, who did a roaring trade. the top of a barrel. If It was turned
Salts, elsewhere they’d be $18.00 and $20.00, 91S.OO. 31 styles. Single
M and Men’s
double breasted sacks, of Fine Casslmer and Worsted. Some have the new peak lapels :
In 1715 £24,000 worth of free corre
too
fast
the
friction
would
sometimes
all
tailored
by
hand.
&
spondence passed through the postof
cause It to catch fire, and as it was
fice.
U
There
is
no
place like Weitzenkorn’s for Boys’ Clothing. No place
“Fifty years later the nation was only the smart, hardworking boys who
that
has
such
a large assortment of cute styles; no place that has such good wearing
staggered to discover that the amount could make It go so fast the people
qualities; no place that gives such good values for the money. Most Pottstown
got
into
the
way
of
pointing
out
a
lazy
M
had Increased to £170,000, and strin
mothers know these facts, that is why this store has been Pottstown’s headquarters for
gent laws were passed to mitigate the boy by saying that he would never set
boys clothes for over 41 years.
W
the
temse
on
fire.
After
awhile
these
immoral tendencies of the houses of
w
Cute
Little Units, worth $4.00, 92 98. Blouse and Russian Blouse Blue Serges
parliament. But all was in vain until sieves went out of use, but as there
and f ancy Gray Mixed Cheviots. 8izes 2X to 10 years
were
still
plenty
of
stupid
boys
In
the
Sir Rowland Hill managed in 1839 to
“ Dudley” halts, 3 Pairs Pants, worth $4.60, 93.50 Beantibul shades of
world people kept on saying th at they
abrogate tbe privileges altogether.”
w serviceable Cheviots, two pairs of pants goes with every suit. Plain and bloomers.
would never set the temse on fire.
Top Coats for Boys and Girls, worth $5.00. 94.00. Bright Red Top Coats,
Now, the name of the river Thames
D r a in a g e o f Ir r ig a te d Land«.
with black silk chevron on sleeve, white mercerized lining, brass buttons, peaked lapels ;
sizes 2% to 7 years.
While tbe necessity for the drainage Is pronounced exactly like the word
Blue Merge Blouse Salts, worth $4.00, 93.08. Guaranteed Washington Navy
of irrigated lands will doubtless be less temse, and so after many years those
Bine 8erge, neatly trimmed sailor collars, silk chevron on sleeve; bloomer pants; also
obvious when water is more econom persons who had never seen or heard
double-breasted.
BFine
AWMoClethejM
se w neakrra
wyow(
ically used and supply canals are im of the old fashioned sieve thought that
proved In such a way as to diminish “setting the temse on fire” meant set
leakage, a considerable loss of water ting the river Thames on fire. This
from both causes will always be un expression became very popular and
avoidable, so tbat drainage will al traveled far and wide until tbe people
ways be an essential part of the Im living near other streams did not see
provement of Irrigated land In some why It was any harder for a slothful
localities.
boy to set the Thames on fire than any
other river, and so the name of the
COOKING QUALITY.
river was dropped, and everybody after
Car F are Paid.
P O T T S T O W N , F A .
Look Into Our W indow .
that simply said “the river,” meaning
T h e P o ta to F o llo w e d to th e K itc h e n .
the river of his particular city or town,
W h a t M a rk e ts D em an d.
I t is very seldom that the potato has and that Is how it Is that people today
been followed to the kitchen and Its talk of setting the river on fire.
cooking qualities passed upon. As the
ROUSED TH E AUDIENCE.
bulk of tbe potato crop In tbe United
States is used for food, it seems ob
p M elo d ram a W it h a n
vious that texture, color and flavor A M in in gU nCam
Whea you have occasion to introduce
ex p e cte d C lim a x .
are factors of utmost importance. In
Joseph
Jefferson
used
to
say
that
his
any
Plumbing
Fixtures, or to have your
this country a potato having a starchy
home
heated
with
steam or hot water, you
flavor, white in color and mealy when career came very near being nipped in
I am prepared to promptly furnish
cooked is considered more desirable the bud In a small western town. He
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER
want
only
the
most
skillful mechanics to
at
that
time
was
a
member
of
a
small
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re
than one that is strong in flavor and
pioneer company which progressed by
plan and execute the work.
pairing, as to heaters and steam fixtures.
dark colored or soggy after boiling.
means of three “bull teams” from one
Send for description of “Charmer” and
T h e A m e r ica n T a b le P o ta to .
“Imperial” Steam Heaters. These are
mining camp to another. They were
“ It’s Just Like This!”
As Professor Gilmore of Cornell always heartily received by the min
among the very best on the market, 1
and sure to give satisfaction.
points out, our American market de ers and cowboys, who readily paid the
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
mands potatoes two to three Inches $5 In gold required to witness their
long and five to ten ounces In weight, performance. Mr. Jefferson was the
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
furnished) or repaired. Wind Mills i
since such potatoes have more uni traditional melodramatic villain and in
supplied and erected.
form cooking qualities, a better appear the third a c t was supposed to kidnap proper conditions they last for generations.
Good workmanship guaranteed.
ance when served, a more nearly accu
A share of the patronage of the pub
“the child.”
The supposed mother,
lie respectfully solicited.
rate weight when sold by measure and
hearing
Its
cries,
rushes
npon
the
scene
“
It’s
Just
Like
This
F
sustain smaller losses when boiled. In
the northern United States a light yel just as he is about to escape and fires
J. H. BOLTON,
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
low or whitish skinned tuber is pre a fruitless shot from a revolver.
Upon this particular occasion all had
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ferred, while in some parts of the
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
southern states pink skinned varieties gone well until this scene was reached,
and the audience, many of whom had Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
are sought
Excepting the potatoes put on the never before seen any kind of theatric material and workmanship.
market as “earlies,” those having a al performance, sat as if spellbound.
t the crack of the mother’s revolver,
more or less netted skin or those whope A
“ It’s Just Like This!”
however, the spell was rudely broken.
skin has a corky appearance or touch
“By beaven, she missed him!” a red
are usually preferred to the smooth
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
shlrted miner in the front row shout
and clear skinned tubers, this appear ed, drawing his own six shooter and
us
your
orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
ance indicating in genera) a degree of
leaping to his feet. “Round to the
maturity tbat promises good cooking
you
to
any
avoidable inconvenience.
HOU8EFURNI8HINGS.
back door and head him off ’fore he
quality. Potatoes of smooth and clear
can
git
a
hoss,
boys!"
he
yelled,
and,
skin are sometimes, excessively wa
The first thing to decide, I s :
following him, half the audience stam
tery or immature. Numerous and deep peded for the ex it
“Where will I purchase ?”
eyes are of course undesirable.
The excitement was finally allayed
I-I2.
C O LL EG EV IL LE , PA,
Before making your choice, it will be to
by the “mother” and the villain ap
your advantage to call and examine stock
LOCAL SEED GROWING.
pearing hand In hand before the cur
and secure prices at
tain and the manager’s explanation of
C a r e fu l Seed Corn G r o w e rs N eeded In
the situation. When the performance
E v e r y C o u n ty.
In a recent bulletin of the Nebraska had been concluded the audience insist
station reporting a series of experi ed on paying another admission price
ments of different kinds jl corn T. L. and having an Immediate repetition
it is always a pleasure to SHOW
from beginning to end.—Success Maga | |
W IL L STOP T H A T COUGH.
| | Where
GOODS.
Lyon makes the following statements, zine.
which have a most Important bearing
A FULL LINE of all grades of
H Our Tooth Powder
on the subject of home grown seed:
Up E a r ly .
Will whiten and clean the teeth and keep tbe gums in a w
When corn grown in one section of
“The boss asked me what made me
healthy condition.
the country for a number of years Is
moved to another section where soil look so tired,” said Galley, the clerk, If Our Corn Cure
ft
and climate are different the plant al “and I told him I was up early this
morning.”
Will remove tbat corn you are tronbled with.
ways undergoes more or less change
“Huh!” snorted the bookkeeper. "You
during tbe first two or three years be
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
fore It becomes adapted to Its new never got up early In your life."
“I didn’t say that I got up. I said I
oleums
.
condition.
In an experiment to show tbe definite was up.”
Picture
Frames
made
to
order.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
effect of climate in modifying the corn
U n d e r g o in g R e p a irs .
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
plant tbe weight of both stalk and ear
o
Lilli (at a soiree, whispering)—What
Repairing and upholstering attended to
was found to be heavier in the corn has become of Aunt Lucie’s habitual
prompily.
grown from the seed Just from Iowa,
Erna—It is at the dentist’s.—
OO
I
but tbe proportion of ear to stalk was smile?
Tit-Bits.
higher In the acclimated corn. The
Nebraska corn averaged almost 200
Don’t discuss your maladies. Your
square Inches less leaf area, which was guest will forget you and remember
to be expected of plants grown in a only your disease.--Schoolmaster.
drier climate. Tbe yield of grain was
For E A R lli'.K S to know is where to get the B E S T U H O FPIIV G done and
in favor of the home grown seed.
,,where
to get a full line of the B E S T F E E D , such as Wheat. Bran, Corn Bran, No.
To get tbe best results in corn grow
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Crack'd Corn, Oats -Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
ing tbe seed must be home grown and
I am fully equipped at my New
grown not only in tbe same state, but
etc , at tbe Lowest Cash Priees.
You will find it at
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
In the same locality.
mile 8outh of Perki men B ides,
m
Clamer’s CollegeviUe Grist Mills,
to serve my old patrons an 1 in
N eat G ard e n Im p le m en t.
Lately remodeled and pat in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
vite new ones to give me a trial
A neat attachment to a garden roller,
All work guaranteed.
figured In Farm Progress, is made as
glad to see you, and supply yonr wants at short notice.
follows: Bore boles eight inches apart
Carriages and Business
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
Respectfully,
lengthwise in the roller and put in
Wagons Built to Order
the most careftal and painstaking attention
a#
pins. To mark tbe garden make these
at Right Brices.
F J. CLAMER.
Now ready for Sp-'ng Painting
John Ii. B ech tel,
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
and Varnishing. Ruhber T:ring
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
done In the shop. Hoiseshoeing
m m r m h o o wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmA
and General Repairing. Key* tone
’Phon* No. 18.
’Phone.
8
R. H. GRATER,
8
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

M EN’S SUITS AND TOP COATS

w

W

E I T Z E 1T K O B 1T S
N EW AND G R E A T E R S T O R E ,

“I t ’s J u s t L i k e T h i s ! ”

ALL KINDS o f PUMPS

- FURNITURE -

GEO. F. CLAMER,

p m « M M
§

°

COMPOUND COUGH SYRUP

8

T k CollegeviUe Furniture Store

m

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

| W CULBERT’S DRUG STORE, I

Ü

8

A Very Important Matter

m
8
i1
1
u
1
1
1
1
1

#

u

u

mmmmmmmmmmmmm

8

pins each bold a small rope, encircling
Dead Animals Removed
the roller by driving them Into the
holes beside the ends of tbe rope. More
F R E E OF CHARGE.
than one row of boles can be used to
change distances. Tack strips length
I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
wise of the roller to mark places in tbe for first-class cattle or horses delivered to
my place, than anybody else.
row for setting plants.
I pay for stock when I get two head or
more at the same time and place.
G ard e n V e g e ta b le * .
t^~Both ’phones—United, 6*39; Bell, 11-L.
Spray the following with parls green
when the Insects appear:
G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
Cabbage for cabbage worm.
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
Cucumbers, squash, pumpkins and
melons for the striped cucumber beetle.
Tomatoes for the tomato worm.
We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign
Spray potatoes with parls green bordeaux for the Colorado beetle and the
flea beetles, when they appear. This
spray will also prevent the potato
blight.
Potato scab Is treated by soaking the
Bend model, sketch or photo of Invention fort
free report on patentability. For free hook, (
seed potatoes in formalin (a pint in
thirty gallons of water) for about two
Patents aud TRADE-MARKS
hours. Treated potatoes should not be
placed where they will get reinfected
with scab spores.
Spray any of the vegetables with
soap or kerosene emulsion for plant
Opposite U. S. Patent
lice and any other of the plant bugs
W ASHINGTON D.
that suck the Juices from the plants.
Care must be taken to reach every in
sect on the under side of the leaves.—
Oklahoma Experiment Station.
60 YE A R S ’

PATENTS

Admit as much sunlight as possible
into tbe stable.
FRANKING.
Whitewash the wall, ceilings and
stanchions at least once every year.
T h e W a y th e P r iv il e g e Hoa B e en
Use common sense about turning
A b a s e d In E n g la n d .
American legislators are not tbe only cows out from a warm barn to stay
ones who abuse their franking privi out in Inclement weather.
Make every cow in the herd occupy
leges. Recent history in England has
caused the London Chronicle to say: the same stall every time.
Cleanse and disinfect thoroughly aft
“Franking had Its birth, honestly
enough, in 1660, In the desire to relieve er removing a tuberculous animal.
When you discover symptoms of tu
members of parliament of tbe expense
Incurred in the discharge of their na berculosis in any animal In your herd
tional duties, but the practice rapidly promptly call a veterinarian or report
widened until It became possible for the case to the commissioner and have
members to transm it their household the animal examined.—Cattle Commisgoods nt the' public charge, as tbe fol siner of Connecticut.

Undertaker •* Embalmer

m
m

m

Six R u le s F o r Sto ckm en .

FURNISHING B

Established

TRADE MARKS
D e sig n s
C o p y r ig h t s A c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn A Co« receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A.handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN&Co.36,B™»d’ra»’NewYork
Branch Office, 636 F St* Washington, I). C.

1875.

NO MATTER
W hat You May Have to Sell, Plant an

Choice Bread

Advertisement in

AND

T H E IN D E P E N D E N T
AND YOU W ILL HEAR OF A BUYER.

Remem

C a k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,

ber, also, that NEAT JOB WORK OF ALL KINDS
S2ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

is executed at the office of THE INDEPENDENT at
reasonable prices.

W hen in Norristown, Pa..
If you are not a subscriber, have your name added

EX PER IEN C E

P atents

THE OLD STAND

to the INDEPENDENT’S list of readers.

It gives all

the local news, much other good reading matter, and
independent editorial views on many questions of public

STOP AT THE

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo----

B T First-class Accommodations for Man
and Boast.

interest.

Fifty-two copies for $1.00.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
— oOo-----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

